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CURVATURE-CONSTRAINED SHORTEST PATHS IN A CONVEX
POLYGON
PANKAJ K. AGARWALy , THERESE BIEDLz , SYLVAIN LAZARDx , STEVE ROBBINS{,
SUBHASH SURIk , AND SUE WHITESIDES
Abstra t. Let B be a point robot moving in the plane, whose path is onstrained to have
urvature at most 1, and let P be a onvex polygon with n verti es. We study the ollisionfree, optimal path planning problem for B moving between two on gurations inside P (a
on guration spe i es both a lo ation and a dire tion of travel). We present an O(n2 log n)
time algorithm for determining whether a ollision-free path exists for B between two given
on gurations. If su h a path exists, the algorithm returns a shortest one. We provide a
detailed lassi ation of urvature- onstrained shortest paths inside a onvex polygon and
prove several properties of them, whi h are interesting in their own right. For example, we
prove that any su h shortest path is omprised of at most eight segments, ea h of whi h is
a ir ular ar of unit radius or a straight line segment. Some of the properties are quite
general and shed some light on urvature- onstrained shortest paths amid obsta les.
Key words. Nonholonomi motion planning, shortest paths, mobile robot, urvature onstraint,
bounded radius of urvature, Dubins path, omputational geometry.
AMS subje t lassi ations. 68U05

1. Introdu tion. The path-planning problem, a entral problem in roboti s,
involves planning a ollision-free path for a robot moving amid obsta les, and has
been widely studied (see, e.g., the book by Latombe [21℄ and the survey papers by
S hwartz and Sharir [31℄ and Halperin, Kavraki and Latombe [17℄). In the simplest
form, given a moving point robot B , a set of obsta les, and a pair of on gurations
I and F spe ifying lo ations for B , we wish to nd a ontinuous, ollision-free path
for B from I to F . This formulation, however, does not take into a ount the soalled nonholonomi onstraints (for instan e, bounds on a eleration or urvature),
imposed on a robot by its physi al limitations (see [21℄ for a more detailed dis ussion).
Although there has been onsiderable re ent work reported in the roboti s and nonlinear- ontrol literatures on nonholonomi motion-planning problems (see [3, 5, 19,
20, 22, 24, 32, 42, 43℄ and referen es therein), relatively little theoreti al work has
been done in this important area from an algorithmi perspe tive.
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In this paper, we study the path-planning problem for a point robot whose ongurations are spe i ed by giving both a lo ation and a dire tion of travel. This
means that any solution to the path-planning problem for given initial and nal ongurations I and F must respe t the dire tions of travel spe i ed by I and F as
well as the lo ations they spe ify. Furthermore, we require the path of the robot
to have urvature at most 1. This urvature onstraint arises naturally when the
point robot models a real-world robot with a minimum turning radius; see for example [21℄. Re ently, Reif and Wang [29℄ on rmed that the problem of de iding
whether there exists a ollision-free urvature- onstrained path for B between two
given on gurations amid polygonal obsta les is NP-hard. As a rst step toward understanding whi h environments admit eÆ ient solution to this NP-hard problem, we
study urvature- onstrained path planning inside onvex polygons.
We establish several new properties of shortest paths inside onvex polygons and
use them to hara terize shortest paths in su h environments. Using these properties
and some geometri data stru tures [10℄, we present an eÆ ient algorithm that, given
initial and desired nal on gurations I and F in a onvex polygon P , determines
whether there exists a urvature- onstrained path from I to F that lies inside P , and
if so, omputes a shortest one.

1.1. Previous results. Dubins [15℄ was perhaps the rst to study urvatureonstrained shortest paths. He proved that, in the absen e of obsta les, a urvatureonstrained shortest path from any start on guration to any nal on guration onsists of at most three segments, ea h of whi h is either a straight line segment or
an ar of a ir le of unit radius, assuming that the urvature of the path is upper
bounded by 1. Using ideas from ontrol theory, Boissonnat, Cerezo, and Leblond [5℄,
and at the same time Sussmann and Tang [38℄, gave an alternative proof. Further
hara terizations of shortest paths, in an obsta le-free environment, have been made
by Bui, Boissonnat, Laumond and Soueres in [4, 8℄.
In the presen e of polygonal obsta les, Ja obs and Canny [18℄ proved that if
there exists a urvature- onstrained path between two on gurations, there exists in
the losed free spa e a urvature- onstrained shortest path between these two ongurations. Fortune and Wilfong [16℄ gave a 2poly(n;m) time algorithm that de ides
whether a path exists, without nding one, where n is the total number of verti es
in the polygons de ning the obsta les and m is the number of bits of pre ision with
whi h all points are spe i ed. Ja obs and Canny [18℄, Wang and Agarwal [41℄, and
Sellen [33, 34℄ gave approximation algorithms for omputing an "-robust path. (Informally, a path is "-robust if it may be deformed by " in a ertain way while remaining
feasible.) For the restri ted ase of pairwise disjoint moderate obsta les, i.e., onvex
obsta les whose boundaries have urvature upper bounded by 1, Agarwal, Raghavan,
and Tamaki [1℄ gave eÆ ient approximation algorithms. Boissonnat and Lazard [6℄
gave an O(n2 log n) time algorithm for omputing an exa t shortest path for the ase
when the edges of the pairwise disjoint moderate obsta les onsist of n segments that
are ir ular ar s of unit radius or line segments. Their algorithm an be used to ompute an optimal urvature- onstrained path inside a onvex polygon in time O(n7 ).
Re ently, Ahn, Cheong, Matousek, and Vigneron [2℄ hara terized the region of all
points that an be rea hed from a given on guration in a onvex polygon. Wilfong [42, 43℄ studied a restri ted problem in whi h the robot must stay on one of m
line segments (thought of as \lanes"), ex ept to turn between lanes. For a s ene with
n obsta le verti es, his algorithm prepro esses the s ene in time O(m2 (n2 + log m)),
following whi h queries are answered in time O(m2 ).
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There has also been work on hara terizing shortest urvature- onstrained paths
when B is allowed to make reversals, that is, to ba k up. Reeds and Shepp [28℄ were
the rst to ompute the hara terization of su h shortest paths in an obsta le-free
environment. Boissonnat et al. [5℄ and Sussmann et al. [38℄ presented an alternative
proof using ideas from ontrol theory. Soueres and Laumond re ned the hara terization of shortest paths [36℄. In the presen e of obsta les, Desaulniers proved that
a shortest path does not ne essarily exist even when paths exist [13℄. Finally, mu h
work has been done on omputing urvature- onstrained paths, in the presen e of
obsta les, when reversals are allowed; see e.g. [3, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 32, 39, 40℄.
Other more general dynami onstraints have been onsidered in [3, 11, 12, 14, 26℄.
In parti ular, Sussmann [37℄ extended the hara terization of urvature- onstrained
shortest paths to the 3-dimensional ase.
1.2. Our model and results. Let B be a point robot and P a losed onvex
polygon with n verti es. For simpli ity we assume that the edges of P are in general
position: no two edges are parallel and no unit-radius ir le (in R2 ) is tangent to three
edges of P . We believe that our te hniques an be extended to arry through without
this general position assumption, although the te hni al details would be daunting.
A on guration X for B is a pair (lo (X ); (X )), where lo (X ) is a point in the
plane representing the lo ation of the robot and (X ) is an angle between 0 and 2
representing its orientation. When the meaning is lear, we generally write X instead
of lo (X ).
The image of a di erentiable fun tion  : [0; l℄ ! R2 is alled a path. We denote
by  both the fun tion and the path it de nes. We regard a path  as oriented from
(0) to (l). We assume a path  is parameterized by its ar length, and we let
kk denote its length. We say that  is a path from a on guration X to another
on guration Y if (0) = lo (X ), (l) = lo (Y ), and the oriented angles (with
respe t to the positive x-axis) of 0 (0) and 0 (l) are (X ) and (Y ), respe tively. A
path is alled moderate if its average urvature is at most 1 in every positive-length
interval.1 This implies that the urvature is de ned almost everywhere and that it
is at most 1 wherever it is de ned. Indeed, the derivative of a moderate path 
satis es a Lips hitz ondition, and therefore the derivative is di erentiable almost
everywhere [30, Theorem 8.19℄.
Any urve that lies entirely within the losed polygon P is alled free. A path
is feasible if it is moderate and free. A path  from a on guration X to another
on guration Y is optimal if it is feasible and its length is minimum among all feasible
paths from X to Y (if a feasible path from X to Y exists, then an optimal su h path
also exists [18℄).
Throughout the paper, we say that we ompute an obje t as a short way of saying
that we ompute su h an obje t if one exists, and return a ag of non-existen e
otherwise.
Main results. Let P be an n-vertex onvex polygon in the plane, and let I and F
be two on gurations inside P .
(i) We give a lassi ation of optimal paths from I to F .
(ii) We prove that an optimal path from I to F onsists of at most eight maximal
segments, ea h of whi h is either a line segment or a ir ular ar of unit radius.
(iii) We give an O(n2 log n) time algorithm to determine whether a feasible path
from I to F exists. If su h a path exists, then the algorithm returns an
1 The average urvature of a path  in the interval [s1 ; s2 ℄ is de ned by k0 (s1 ) 0 (s2 )k=js1

s2

j.
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optimal path from I to F . If there are only k edges of P at distan e at
most 6 from both I and F , then the running time of our algorithm be omes
O((n + k2 ) log n).
Note that Result (ii) above is a tually quite surprising. Indeed, it means that the
omplexity of optimal paths inside a onvex polygon is onstant and does not depend
on the number of edges of the polygon.
Note also that our algorithm for omputing optimal paths is signi antly faster
than the algorithm impli it in the work of Boissonnat and Lazard [6℄ on omputing
an optimal path amid overlapping moderate obsta les, whose running time would be
O(n7 ).
Some of the properties of moderate paths we prove are interesting in their own
right. For example, one of these properties identi es a type of narrow region, alled a
\po ket", from whi h a moderate path annot es ape on e it enters from outside. The
on lusion will highlight this and another of these properties, whi h require te hni al
de nitions from later se tions to des ribe in detail.
Our paper is organized as follows. In Se tion 2, we present basi de nitions,
notation, and useful known results. In Se tion 3, we give a lassi ation of the optimal
paths. In Se tions 4 and 5, we des ribe our algorithm. We on lude in Se tion 6 with
a dis ussion and some open problems.
2. Geometri Preliminaries. Given a on guration X , let LX denote the oriented line passing through lo (X ) with orientation (X ). A on guration X belongs
to an oriented path (or urve)  if lo (X ) 2  and LX is the oriented tangent line
to  at lo (X ). Note that a on guration X belongs to two oriented unit-radius
ir les. We will use CX+ and CX to denote the two ir les of unit radius, oriented
ounter lo kwise and lo kwise, respe tively, to whi h the on guration X belongs.
If X and Y are two points on a simple losed urve , then + [X; Y ℄ (respe tively
[X; Y ℄) denotes the portion of from X to Y in the ounter lo kwise (respe tively
lo kwise) dire tion, in luding X and Y ; we will use + (X; Y ); (X; Y ) to denote
portions ex luding X; Y . Similarly, for a path  and two on gurations X; Y 2 ,
we will use [X; Y ℄ to denote the portion of  from X to Y .
Segments and Dubins paths. Let  be a feasible path. We all a nonempty
subpath of  a C -segment (respe tively S -segment ) if it is a ir ular ar of unit
radius (respe tively line segment) and maximal, i.e., it is not stri tly ontained in
a longer ir ular ar (respe tively line segment) of the path. A segment is either
a C -segment or an S -segment. A C -segment on a path  is alled a C + -segment
(respe tively C -segment) if  indu es a ounter lo kwise (respe tively lo kwise)
orientation on it. Suppose  onsists of a C -segment, an S -segment, and a C -segment;
then we will say that  is of type CSC , or C1 SC2 , or C1 S2 C3 if for ease of referen e
we want to number segments in order of their appearan e in the sequen e; supers ripts
+ and will be used to spe ify the orientations of C -segments of . Abusing the
notation slightly, we often use the same symbol to denote both the type of a segment
and the segment itself. Thus we may denote the rst C -segment o urring in some
path of type C1 SC2 by C1 . The above notation an be generalized to an arbitrarily
long sequen e. Re all that throughout the paper, C -segments and S -segments have
positive length. Dubins [15℄ proved the following result.
Lemma 2.1 (Dubins [15℄). In an obsta le-free environment, an optimal path
between any two on gurations is of type CCC or CSC , or a substring thereof.
We will refer to paths of type CCC or CSC or substrings thereof as Dubins paths .
In the presen e of obsta les, Ja obs and Canny [18℄ observed that any subpath of an
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. Di erent types of Dubins paths.

Fig. 2.1

optimal path that does not tou h any obsta le ex ept at the endpoints is a Dubins
path. In parti ular, they proved the following.
Lemma 2.2 (Ja obs and Canny [18℄). Let
be a losed polygonal environment,
I an initial on guration, and F a nal on guration. Then an optimal path from I
to F in onsists of a sequen e 1    k of feasible paths, where ea h i is a Dubins
path from a on guration Xi 1 to a on guration Xi , su h that X0 = I , Xk = F ,
and, for 0 < i < k, lo (Xi ) 2  .
The above lemma implies that an optimal path in a losed polygonal environment
onsists of C - and S -segments. In the following, we will onsider only those paths
that are formed by C - and S -segments. We will refer to ir les and ir ular ar s of
unit radius simply as ir les and ir ular ar s. Notationally we distinguish between a
C -segment and its supporting ir le, that is, the ir le on whi h the ir ular ar lies,
by using alligraphy font C for the latter. While the symbols C and C are similar in
appearan e, it will be lear from the ontext whether we are referring to a supporting
ir le (denoted C ) or to a ir ular ar (denoted C ).

Terminal and nonterminal segments. A segment of a feasible path  is alled
terminal if it is the rst or the last segment of ; otherwise it is alled nonterminal.
We apply the adje tives terminal and nonterminal to subpaths as well. If the rst or
last segment in  is a C -segment, we will refer to it as a CI -segment or a CF -segment,
respe tively. Cir les CI+, CI , CF+, and CF are alled terminal ir les (see Figure 2.3).
The following lemma states some basi known properties of optimal paths; see [1,
15, 18℄.
Lemma 2.3. In an optimal path inside a onvex polygon P ,
(i) any nonterminal C-segment has length greater than ,
(ii) any nonterminal C-segment is tangent to  P or to a terminal ir le in at
least one point, and
(iii) no nonterminal subpath has type CCC .
Next we prove a property of a CS -subpath in an optimal path, whi h will be
useful for our analysis.
Lemma 2.4. Let  be an optimal path that ontains a subpath of type CS where
the C -segment is not terminal. Then the C -segment is tangent to  P , and the length
of C between its rst point and its last point of tangen y with  P is greater than .
Proof. Let  be an optimal path ontaining a subpath 0 of type C1 C2 S3 or
S1 C2 S3 . See Figure 2.2. Let X be the ommon endpoint of the rst and se ond
segments of 0 , let Y be the last point of tangen y of C2 with  P along , and let
X 0 be the point antipodal to X on C2 (X 0 2 C2 be ause the length of C2 is greater
than  by Lemma 2.3(i)).
Dubins [15℄ proved that the perturbations shown in Figure 2.2 (transforming paths
C1 C2 S3 and S1 C2 S3 into paths of type CCCS and SCCS by redu ing the length of
the rst segment by any arbitrarily small value) shorten the paths in an obsta le-
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free environment. These shortenings an be done unless an obsta le obstru ts the
short ut, i.e., unless  P is tangent to C2 after X 0 (along ). Thus if k[X; Y ℄k 6 ,
then  an be shortened in P , whi h ontradi ts the optimality of .
C2

C2

X0

X

X0

X
S1

C1

S3

S3

. Length-redu ing perturbations.

Fig. 2.2

An hored segments. We de ne here the notion of an hored segments in a way that
is similar to the notion introdu ed in [1℄. A C -segment or ir le is alled an hored if
it has at least two points of tangen y with  P and the terminal ir les. The terminal
ir les are not onsidered an hored. An an hored C -segment is denoted by C . By
our general-position assumption on P , there are a nite number of an hored ir les.
A C -segment with at least one point of tangen y with  P is denoted by C .
An an hored C -segment or ir le is PP -an hored if it is tangent to  P at two
points, and PC -an hored if it is tangent to  P at one point and tangent to a terminal
ir le at another point; see Figure 2.3.
A ir ular ar is alled long if its length is greater than ; otherwise it is alled
short. A PP -an hored C -segment is alled strongly PP -an hored if it ontains the long
ar de ned by the points of tangen y of its supporting ir le with  P (see Figure 2.4b).
Similarly, a PC -an hored C -segment is alled strongly PC -an hored if it ontains the
long ar between a point of tangen y of its supporting ir le C with  P and a point
of tangen y of C with a terminal ir le (see Figure 3.1a).
P
C2

I

CI
CF

CI+

F

C1
CF+

. PC -an hored (C1 ) and PP -an hored (C2 ) ir les.

Fig. 2.3

Closed moderate paths. We state here the following results about losed moderate
paths.
Proposition 2.5. The region bounded by a simple moderate path  whose initial
and nal lo ations oin ide (the initial and nal orientations may di er) ontains
at least one disk of unit radius. Moreover, if the initial and nal orientations also
oin ide and if  is not a ir le of unit radius, then the region bounded by  ontains
at least two distin t (but possibly overlapping) disks of unit radius.
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The se ond statement in the proposition above was proved by Pestov and Ionin [27℄
for the restri ted lass of losed C 2 ontinuous urves (i.e., twi e di erentiable urves
with ontinuous se ond derivative) whose urvatures are bounded everywhere. At the
time we submitted this paper, Ahn et al. [2℄ presented a simple generalization of Pestov
and Ionin's result, whi h yields the rst statement of Proposition 2.5; furthermore,
it appears straightforward to generalize their proof to obtain the se ond statement.
Rather than arrying out that generalization here, we in lude in Appendix A the
proof we gave in the original version of this paper.

Po kets. We introdu e here the notion of po kets. Let C be a ir le interse ting  P
at two or more points, and let X; Y be two onse utive2 interse tion points of  P
with C so that the short ar of C joining X and Y lies inside P . If C +[X; Y ℄ is the
short ar and the turning angle3 of  P + (X; Y ) is less than , then the losed region
bounded by  P + [X; Y ℄ and C + [X; Y ℄ is alled a po ket (see Figure 2.4) and is denoted
by C [X; Y ℄. Similarly we de ne the po ket C [X; Y ℄ for the ase in whi h C [X; Y ℄
is the shorter ar . We will mostly be interested in po kets for whi h C is tangent to
 P at X .
C [X; Y ℄
F

P

X

Y
X

C
I

F

P
(a)

P

C

I

C [X; Y ℄

Y
(b)
Fig. 2.4

. Po kets.

()

We rst prove the following simple property of po kets.
Lemma 2.6. A po ket annot ontain a unit ir le.
Proof. Any po ket is ontained in an open strip of width 2 (see Figure 2.4 ) whi h
does not ontain any ir le of unit radius. Thus there is no room for a unit ir le in
a po ket.
We prove the following lemma, whi h will be ru ial for hara terizing the optimal
paths ontaining a strongly an hored C -segment.
Lemma 2.7. If a feasible path enters the interior of a po ket, then it annot
es ape the po ket.
Proof. For a ontradi tion, let  be a feasible path that enters the interior of a
po ket C at X and es apes it at Y . See Figure 2.5. Let C denote the ir le de ning
the po ket C , and let D be the losed disk whose boundary is C . If C interse ts CX+
in exa tly two points, let them be denoted by X and X +. If C = CX+ , let X + denote
the point on C antipodal to X . If the interse tion of the two ir les onsists of exa tly
one point, denote this point by X = X +. We de ne X , Y + and Y similarly. Let
OX+ ; OX , and O be the enters of the ir les CX+ ; CX , and C , respe tively.
2 Sin e C and  P are both onvex, two onse utive interse tion points of  P and C are onse utive
on both  P and C .
3 The turning angle of a onvex polygonal hain is Pi ( i ), where i is the interior angle at
vertex i.
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I
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+
OX

Y

CY

CX+

X

C

O

X
O

C

X+

CX+

. Illustration of the proof of Lemma 2.7.

Fig. 2.5

We rst prove that the segments X +X and Y + Y are diameters of C . See
Figure 2.5. The quadrilaterals OX+ XOX + and OX XOX are parallelograms. (These
parallelograms atten to line segments when C is equal to CX+ or CX , but then X + X
is a diameter of C by de nition.) Sin e the two parallelograms share the edge XO,
+ X and XO are ollinear, the two parallelograms are ongruent.
and the edges OX
X
Therefore, O is the middle point of the segment X +X . Similarly, Y + Y is also a
diameter of C .
Let X be the union of the ar s of CX+ and CX in D, i.e., X = (CX+ [ CX ) \ D,
and let Y be de ned similarly. The set X is either equal to C or onsists of two unit
radius ir ular ar s XX and XX +; similarly for Y . The set X belongs to D and
segments X + X and Y + Y are diameters of C ; thus X separates (not ne essarily
stri tly) Y + and Y in D. Sin e Y also belongs to D, X and Y interse t, by the
Jordan urve theorem.
First, note that the region C [ D annot ontain any unit radius disk ex ept
D; this is be ause O is the only point in C [ D that is distan e at least 1 from the
boundary of C [ D.
Se ond, note that  must be simple. Otherwise,  would ontain a simple, moderate subpath 0 , lying in C , with equal initial and nal lo ations. This ontradi ts
Proposition 2.5, sin e by Lemma 2.6, a po ket annot ontain a unit disk.
Third, lo ations X and Y annot be equal. Otherwise,  would be simple, moderate and lying in C , with equal initial and nal lo ations. As before, this ontradi ts
Proposition 2.5.
Now we des ribe how to obtain a path 0 that leads to a ontradi tion. Consider
rst the ase in whi h X and Y ea h onsist of two unit radius ir ular ar s XX +,
XX and Y Y + , Y Y , respe tively. Let I be the interse tion point between X and
Y that is the losest to X on X (see Figure 2.5). This ensures that the ir ular
ar s IX  X and Y I  Y interse t only at I . Let 0 be the on atenation of the
ir ular ar IX  X , the path , and the ir ular ar Y I  Y . Path 0 is simple
be ause  is simple and the ar s IX and IY only interse t at I . Thus 0 is simple,
moderate and ontained in the region C [ D, whi h does not ontain any unit radius
disk ex ept D. Thus, by Proposition 2.5, 0 en loses D. It follows that the ir ular
ar s IX and IY de ning 0 annot interse t the interior of D. Thus the ar s IX and
IY are redu ed to a point I = X = Y , a ontradi tion.
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Consider now the ase in whi h exa tly one of X , Y is equal to C . Assume
without loss of generality that X = C and Y onsists of two unit radius ir ular
ar s Y Y + and Y Y . See, for example, Figure 2.6a, b. Sin e X = C , ir le C is equal
to CX+ or CX ; assume without loss of generality that C = CX+ . Let I be the point in
X \ Y = fY ; Y; Y + g su h that C + [I; X ℄ has minimum length. It follows that the
ar C + [I; X ℄ interse ts the ar Y I  Y only at I . As before, we de ne 0 as the
on atenation of C + [I; X ℄,  and Y I , and again, 0 is simple, moderate and must
en lose D. It follows that the ir ular ar Y I de ning 0 annot interse t the interior
of D, and thus I = Y . Thus path 0 is the on atenation of C +[I; X ℄ and . Path
 lies in C , and C \ D is an ar of C of length smaller than . Thus, sin e 0
must en lose D, the ar C + [I; X ℄ is the long ar of C joining I and X . Sin e Y + Y
is a diameter of C , the ar C +[I; X ℄ stri tly ontains Y + or Y , ontradi ting the
de nition of I .
The remaining ase is when both X and Y are equal to C . Let 0 be the
on atenation of  and the ar XY of C joining X to Y su h that, if possible, 0 is
moderate everywhere (see, for example, Figure 2.6 ), or if not possible, XY is the
short ar (see Figure 2.6d). In the rst ase, 0 en loses at least two unit radius disks
by Proposition 2.5, ontradi ting the fa t that C [ D ontains 0 and only one unit
radius disk D. In the se ond ase, 0 en loses one unit radius disk by Proposition 2.5,
and lies in C be ause the short ar of C joining X and Y lies in C . Thus C ontains
a unit disk, ontradi ting Lemma 2.6.
0

X
Y

Y

C=

+
X = CX

Y =I

Y+

(a)

0

0

Y+

Y

Y

X

Y

Y =I

C=

X

+
X = CX

(b)

C=

0

X= Y

()

. Illustration of the proof of Lemma 2.7.

X

C=

Y

X= Y

(d)

Fig. 2.6

3. Classi ation of Optimal Paths. The goal of this se tion is to prove the
rst of our main results, namely a detailed hara terization of optimal paths in onvex
polygons. We show that any optimal path is of type CI CSCCSCCF or a subsequen e
of this form. However, not every subsequen e of the above sequen e an form an
optimal path. The following theorem gives a more re ned des ription of optimal path
types. Re all that a segment has non-zero length by de nition. In the following, we
use  to denote a subpath of zero length.
Theorem 3.1.

An optimal path  inside P either is a Dubins path or is one of the types listed
below. Ex ept in ase (B.i), all the C -segments labeled C are strongly an hored.
(A) If  has no nonterminal CC subpath, then  is one of the following types:
 F , where I 2 fCI ; g and F 2 fCF ; g (see Figure 2.4b), and
(A.i) I S CS
 CI ; g and F 2 fCC
 F ; CF ; g (see Fig(A.ii) I S F , where I 2 fCI C;
ure 3.1a).
(B) If  has a nonterminal CC subpath, then  is one of the following types:
 F,
 F or CI CCC
(B.i) CI C CC
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 F or CI C CS
 F , where I 2 fCI ; g and F 2 fCF ; g, and
(B.ii) I S CCC
 F ; SCF ; CF ; S g
 CI S; CI ; S g and F 2 fS CC
(B.iii) I C C F , where I 2 fCI CS;
(see Figures 3.1b, ).

P

P
I

I
F

F

 F
 CC
(a) CI CS

 F
(b) CI S C CSC

C3

F

CF

I CI

+

C4

C2

C1

CI

CF+

( ) CI C1 S C2 C3 S C4 CF

. Examples of shortest paths.

Fig. 3.1

Remark 3.2. We informally he ked by a ase analysis on gures that for the
polygon and on gurations I and F shown in Figure 3.1 , no path of type (A) or (B)

is feasible ex ept paths of type CI CS C CSCC
F . This leads us to believe that the

type CI CS C CSCC
,
having
eight
segments,
does
o ur as an optimal path type.
F
The proof of Theorem 3.1 is based on the following lemmas.
Lemma 3.3 (Agarwal, Raghavan and Tamaki [1℄). An optimal path has at most
one nonterminal CC subpath. Moreover, any nonterminal C-segment that pre edes
(respe tively follows) a C1 C2 subpath is oriented the same way as C1 (respe tively
C2 ).
Next we state a lemma whose proof we postpone until Se tion 3.1.
Lemma 3.4. (i) If an optimal path has a subpath of type SCS , then the C -segment
in that subpath is strongly PP -an hored.
(ii) If an optimal path has a subpath of type C1 C2 C3 S (or SC3 C2 C1 ) so that the
C -segment C2 does not tou h  P , then C3 is strongly PP -an hored (see Figure 3.5).
We next hara terize some optimal paths that ontain a strongly an hored C segment.
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Lemma 3.5. (i) If an optimal path  ontains a strongly PP -an hored C -segment
C , then  = I C F , where I and F lie in some po kets de ned by C.
(ii) If an optimal path  ontains a strongly PC -an hored C -segment C whose sup F , where I and F lie
porting ir le is not free, then  is of type CI C F or I CC

in some po kets de ned by C .
Proof. In ase (i), the segment C is strongly PP -an hored, so it is tangent to  P
at two points. Let X be the rst point of tangen y en ountered along C , and let Y be
the se ond point of tangen y. See Figure 3.2a. By the general-position assumption,
C does not tou h  P at any point other than X and Y . Without loss of generality,
let C be oriented ounter lo kwise. Let C be its supporting ir le and de ne X 0 as
the rst point of interse tion between C and  P en ountered moving lo kwise along
C from X . Noti e that X 0 belongs to C (X; Y ℄ sin e the interse tion between C and
 P ontains Y .

X0

P

Y

C

Y0

F

I

C

X

X0

P

Y

X
(a)

(b)

. Illustration of the proof of Lemma 3.5. In (a), an optimal path ontaining a strongly
hored C -segment must start and end in a po ket.

Fig. 3.2

PP -an

Segment C is strongly an hored, so k[X; Y ℄k = kC+[X; Y ℄k > . Point X 0 is
on the short ar C+[Y; X ℄, so kC+[X 0 ; X ℄k < . The turning angle of  P + [X; Y ℄ is
equal to (Y ) (X ) (mod 2) whi h, in turn, is equal to k[X; Y ℄k > . The total
turning angle around  P is 2, so the turning angle of  P + [X 0; X ℄ < . Finally, C is
tangent to  P at X so C+[X 0 ; X ℄ lies inside the polygon. Thus ar C+ [X 0 ; X ℄ forms
the po ket C[X 0; X ℄.
The po ket C[X 0 ; X ℄ ontains [I; X ℄, and thus I , by Lemma 2.7. Indeed,
otherwise, the path I ontains C+[X 0 ; X ℄ and  P is tangent to C at X 0. This
ontradi ts either the optimality of  (if X 0 = Y ), or the fa t that X is the rst point
of tangen y between C and  P , en ountered along  (if X 0 6= Y ).
Similarly, F is ontained in a po ket C[Y; Y 0 ℄, where Y 0 is the rst point of
interse tion between C and  P en ountered moving ounter lo kwise along C from Y .
 F ; the ase in whi h  = CI C F is
For the ase (ii), we assume that  = I CC
symmetri al. Let X be the rst point along C that is tangent to  P , and let Y be
the last point of C . See Figure 3.2b. Then the proof is exa tly the same as in (i),
on e noted that X 0 always exists on C (X; Y ℄ be ause C is not free by assumption.

Lemma 3.6. Let  be an optimal path that ontains a subpath of type C1 S C


or CSC1 , where C is either a strongly PP -an hored C -segment, or a strongly PC an hored C -segment whose supporting ir le is not free. Then C1 is terminal.
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Proof. We onsider the ase in whi h  ontains a subpath of type C1 S C ; the
 1 is symmetri al. Suppose that C1 is not terminal. If
ase of a subpath of type CSC

C is strongly PP -an hored or is a strongly PC -an hored C -segment whose supporting
ir le is not free, then C de nes one or more po kets. By Lemma 3.5, C1 belongs to
one of the po kets de ned by C, say C.
We laim that the ir le C1 supporting the C -segment C1 is not free. Indeed,
otherwise, there would exist a feasible path that enters C on C1 (sin e no ir le of
unit radius is entirely ontained in a po ket by Lemma 2.6) and es apes the po ket
on C , ontradi ting Lemma 2.7.
Sin e C1 is not terminal, its length is greater than , by Lemma 2.3(i). The length

of C is also greater than  be ause an hored ir les are not terminal by de nition.
Suppose rst that the C -segments C1 and C have the same orientation along .
Sin e the lengths of C1 and C are greater than , the onvex hull of C1 and C ontains
C1 . By onvexity of P , the onvex hull of C1 and C , and thus C1 , lies inside P , whi h
ontradi ts the above laim that C1 is not free.
Suppose now that the C -segments C1 and C have opposite orientation along 
(see Figure 3.3). Let A and B be the rst and last point of the S -segment, respe tively,
in the subpath C1 S C . Let U be the last point of tangen y along  between C1 and
 P , and let U 0 be the point antipodal to U on C1 . By Lemma 2.4, U 0 belongs to C1 .
Note that the ar on C1 joining U 0 and A is longer than . Let ` be the line tangent
to C1 at U ; ` ontains an edge of P .
U

U

`
A

A

S

C1

B
Z

U0
(a)

S

C1

C

V

`

C
B

U0

V0
(b)

. Illustration of the proof of Lemma 3.6.

Fig. 3.3

If ` does not interse t C, then the line tangent to C1 at U 0 (whi h is parallel to `)
interse ts the subpath S C at a point Z (see Figure 3.3a). It follows that the onvex
hull of [U 0 ; Z ℄ ontains C1 . Thus C1 is free, again ontradi ting the laim that C1 is
! !
not free. On the other hand, if ` interse ts C, then let V; V 0 2 C su h that V V 0 = UU 0
(see Figure 3.3b). Points B and V lie on opposite sides of `, and P lies in one of the
half-planes bounded by `. Sin e B 2   P , we on lude that V 62 P . Re all that
kC k > ; therefore V 0 2 C . The point on C that is antipodal to the last point of C
lies on [B; V 0 ℄. Thus, by Lemma 2.4 applied on the reversed path of , C is tangent
to  P at a point on [B; V 0 ℄. Sin e the line tangent to C at V 0 separates U 0 and A,
any line tangent to [B; V 0 ℄ separates U 0 and A. Thus U 0 62 P , whi h in turn implies
that U 0 62 C1 , thereby ontradi ting the laim that U 0 2 C1 .
We now prove Theorem 3.1.

Proof of Theorem 3.1: The proof pro eeds by onsidering how a nonterminal C segment may appear in . If there is no nonterminal C -segment in , then  is of
type CI SCF or a substring thereof, i.e.,  is a Dubins path.
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Assume now that there is a nonterminal C -segment in . Then su h a segment
belongs to a subpath of  of type either SCS or CC . Suppose  ontains a subpath
of type SCS . By Lemma 3.4, the C -segment in SCS must be strongly PP -an hored.
 F , or substrings ( ontaining S CS
 ) thereof.
Thus, by Lemma 3.6,  is of type CI S CSC
In other words,  is of type (A.i).
If  ontains a nonterminal C -segment but not a subpath of type SCS , we know
it must ontain a subpath of type CC . There are two ases to onsider, depending
on whether the CC subpath is terminal.
Case 1:  does not ontain any nonterminal subpath of type CC . Thus one of the
C -segments in any CC subpath must be a terminal segment. Either  is of type CI CF
or CI CCF , or any nonterminal C -segment of  is also adja ent to an S -segment. 
must then be of type CI CSCCF , or any substring thereof ontaining S and a terminal
CC . By Lemma 2.4, the nonterminal C -segments are strongly PC -an hored. All these
types of paths are thus either Dubins paths or of type (A.ii).
Case 2:  ontains a nonterminal subpath of type CC . By Lemma 3.3, it is the
unique nonterminal CC subpath in . Thus  has the form I CC F , where I ; F
do not ontain a nonterminal subpath of type CC . Thus any nonterminal C -segment
in I must be followed by an S -segment; otherwise I CC will ontain a nonterminal
CCC subpath, whi h ontradi ts the optimality of  (Lemma 2.3(iii)). Furthermore,
sin e we have no SCS subpath in , a nonterminal C segment must be pre eded by a
terminal C -segment. This means I = CI CS or a subsequen e of it. The subsequen e
annot be empty, for otherwise the middle CC subpath of  would in fa t be terminal;
nor an it be simply CC , as noted above. Thus I 2 fCI CS; CI S; CI ; S g. Similarly,
F 2 fSCCF ; SCF ; CF ; S g.
If I = CI CS or F = SCCF , then the nonterminal C -segment in I or F is
strongly an hored, by Lemma 2.4.
If both I and F ontain an S -segment, then the nonterminal CC subpath in 
is pre eded and followed by an S -segment. Thus both C -segments of the nonterminal
CC subpath in  tou h  P . Indeed, otherwise  ontains a subpath of type SCC or
CCS that does not tou h  P , whi h ontradi ts Lemma 2.2. Hen e if both I and
F ontain an S , then  is of type (B.iii).
If neither I nor F ontains an S -segment, then the path is of type CI CCCF .
By Lemma 2.2, one of the nonterminal C -segments must tou h  P . This C -segment
is also tangent to a terminal ir le and is therefore PC -an hored. Thus the path is of
type (B.i). Note that if both nonterminal C -segments tou h  P , then the path is of
 F , whi h an be onsidered as type (B.i) or (B.iii).
type CI C CC
The last ase to onsider is when exa tly one of I or F ontains an S -segment.
Say I = CI and F 6= CF . The path has form CI C1 C2 F , where F starts with
an S -segment. We know that C2 must tou h  P by Lemma 2.3(ii). If C1 also tou hes
 P , then the path  is of type (B.iii). Otherwise, if C1 does not tou h  P , then by
Lemma 3.4(ii), C2 must be strongly PP -an hored. Lemma 3.6 then restri ts the path
 to be of type (B.ii). Similarly, if I 6= CI and F = CF , the path  is of type
(B.ii) or (B.iii).

3.1. Proof of Lemma 3.4.
3.1.1. Proof of Lemma 3.4(i). We prove here Lemma 3.4(i) whi h states:
If an optimal path has a subpath of type SCS , then the C -segment in
that subpath is strongly PP -an hored.
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Consider an optimal path  = S1 C3 S5 from on guration I to on guration F .
We show that the path  an be shortened unless the C -segment C3 is strongly PP an hored. Assume without loss of generality that the C3 is oriented ounter lo kwise,
and refer to Figure 3.4.
C3


0

A
T
w~

C30
Z

(a)

I
~v

Y0

Z0
Z 00

Y 00
X 00
I~
S50

C400
S10

F

~u

X0

~u

S5
I

T0

T 00

C20

S1

00

C300

Z0
~v

T0

0

C30

F
(b)

. For the proof of Lemma 3.4(i).

Fig. 3.4

First perturbation. We rst apply the perturbation shown in Figure 3.4a, whi h
transforms the path  = S1 C3 S5 into a path 0 ("1 ) = S10 C20 C30 S50 by redu ing the
length of S5 by a small value "1 (i.e., kS50 k = kS5 k "1 ), su h that the new segment
C20 is oriented lo kwise and is smaller than  (segment C30 is naturally oriented
ounter lo kwise). For simpli ity, in what follows, we denote 0 ("1 ) by 0 .
Claim 3.7 (Dubins [15℄). In an obsta le-free environment, path 0 is shorter
than , for any "1 > 0 small enough.
This dire tly yields that, if the optimal path S1 C3 S5 is tangent to  P at the
jun tion between C3 and S5 , then the perturbed path 0 has shortened in P , unless
C3 is strongly PP -an hored. By symmetry, we get the same result if the path  is
tangent to  P at the jun tion between S1 and C3 . Therefore, we an assume in the
following that neither S1 nor S5 is tou hing  P .
Se ond perturbation. We now transform (see Figure 3.4b) the path 0 = S10 C20 C30 S50
into a path 00 ("1 ; "2 ) = S100 C200 C300 C400 S500 by redu ing the length of S10 by a small value "2
(i.e., kS100 k = kS10 k "2), su h that the length of C20 does not hange (i.e., kC200 k = kC20 k)
and the new segment C400 is oriented lo kwise and is smaller than  (segments C200 and
C300 are naturally oriented lo kwise and ounter lo kwise respe tively). For simpli ity,
we denote 00 ("1 ; "2 ) by 00 .
Claim 3.8. In an obsta le-free environment, path 00 is shorter than 0 , for any
"2 > 0 small enough.
Proof. Refer to Figure 3.4b. Let Y 0 be the rst point of C30 and Z 0 be the rst point
on C30 su h that the tangent to C3 at Z 0 is parallel to the line segment S1 . Point Z 0
exists on C30 be ause, by onstru tion, kC20 k <  and kC30 k > . Furthermore, kC20 k =
kC30 [Y 0 ; Z 0 ℄k. We de ne similarly points Y 00 and Z 00 on C300 . Then it follows from
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kC20 k = kC200 k that kC30 [Y 0 ; Z 0 ℄k = kC300 [Y 00 ; Z 00 ℄k. Thus if X 0 and X 00 denote the rst
point of the segments C20 and C200 respe tively, we get k0 [X 0; Z 0 ℄k = k00 [X 00 ; Z 00 ℄k.
! !0 !~ 0 !0 00 !00
~
~ 0
~0

Now let I be the point de ned by IZ = IX (or I I = X Z = X Z ). Let  be
~ 0 and 0 [Z 0 ; F ℄.
the path from I~ to F that is the on atenation of the line segment IZ
Similarly, let ~ 00 be the path from I~ to F that is the on atenation of the line segment
~ 00 and 00 [Z 00 ; F ℄. We get, by onstru tion, that k~ 0 k = k0 k k0 [X 0; Z 0 ℄k and
IZ
k~ 00 k = k00 k k00 [X 00 ; Z 00 ℄k. Sin e k0 [X 0; Z 0 ℄k = k00 [X 00 ; Z 00 ℄k, k~ 0 k k~ 00 k =
k0 k k00 k. But we know that ~ 00 is shorter than ~ 0 be ause ~ 00 is obtained by the
Dubins' length-redu ing perturbation, shown in Figure 3.4a, applied on the reversed
path of ~ 0 whi h is of type SCS . Thus 00 is shorter than 0 in an obsta le-free
environment, for any "2 > 0 small enough.
Claim 3.9. If the C -segment C3 in the optimal path  = S1 C3 S5 is not strongly
PP -an hored, then we an hoose "1 and "2 arbitrarily small su h that 00 is free in
P.
Proof. Let ~u be the unit ve tor whose dire tion is opposite to the dire tion of S1 ,
and let ~v be the unit ve tor whose dire tion is the same as the dire tion of S5 . See
Figure 3.4a.
In the two perturbations des ribed above, the lengths of C3 and C30 in rease. More
pre isely, the translated opy of C3 by ve tor "1~v is part of C30 , and the translated opy
of C30 by ve tor "2~u is part of C300 . Thus if Z 00 and T 00 are the translated opies of the
endpoints of C3 by ve tor "1~v + "2~u, 00 is the on atenation of 00 [I; Z 00 ℄, 00 [Z 00 ; T 00 ℄,
and 00 [T 00 ; F ℄, where 00 [Z 00 ; T 00℄ is the the translated opy of C3 by ve tor "1~v + "2~u.
On the other hand, any arbitrarily small neighborhood around S1 (respe tively S5 )
ontains 00 [I; Z 00 ℄ (respe tively 00 [T 00 ; F ℄), for any "1 and "2 small enough. Thus,
sin e we assumed that neither S1 nor S5 tou hes  P , neither 00 [I; Z 00 ℄ nor 00 [T 00 ; F ℄
tou hes  P , for any "1 and "2 small enough. Thus it is suÆ ient to show that, if C3 is
not strongly PP -an hored, then we an hoose "1 and "2 arbitrarily small su h that
the translated opy of C3 by ve tor "1~v + "2~u is free.
Let A be the last point of tangen y on C3 with  P . Let w~ be the unit ve tor
tangent to C3 at A (with dire tion orresponding to the orientation of C3 ). If C3 is
not strongly PP -an hored, then, for any  > 0 small enough, the translated opy of
C3 by w~ is free. On the other hand, for 1 and 2 su h that w~ = 1~v + 2~u, the 1
and 2 are non-negative, be ause by Lemma 2.4, the distan e on C3 between the rst
point of C3 and A is greater than . Therefore, if C3 is not strongly PP -an hored,
then, for any  > 0 small enough, the path 00 de ned with "1 = 1 and "2 = 2
is free in P .
By Claims 3.7, 3.8, and 3.9, if the C -segment C3 in the optimal path  = S1 C3 S5
is not strongly PP -an hored, then we an hoose "1 and "2 arbitrarily small so that
00 is free and shorter than . This on ludes the proof of Lemma 3.4(i).

3.1.2. Proof of Lemma 3.4(ii). We prove Lemma 3.4(ii) whi h states:
If an optimal path has a subpath of type C1 C2 C3 S (or SC3 C2 C1 )
so that the C -segment C2 does not tou h  P , then C3 is strongly
PP -an hored.
Consider an optimal path  = C1 C2 C3 S from on guration I to on guration
F so that the C -segment C2 does not tou h  P . We prove that the C -segment
C3 is strongly PP -an hored. Assume without loss of generality that C1 is oriented
ounter lo kwise. We assume for a ontradi tion that C3 is not strongly PP -an hored
and show that the path  an be shortened in P .
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. (a): Path . (b): A shorter path F (").

Fig. 3.5

Notation. Let Oi , i = 1; 2; 3, denote the enter of the ir le supporting the C segment Ci of . See Figure 3.5a. Let X denote the point of tangen y between the
C -segments C2 and C3 , and let Y denote the antipodal point of X on C3 (kC3 k > ,
by Lemma 2.3). Let Z be the point of tangen y between the C -segment C3 and the
S -segment. Let T be the last point of tangen y with  P on the (oriented) ir ular
ar [Y; Z ℄; su h a point exists by Lemma 2.4. Let T 0 be the antipodal point of
T on C3 . By de nition, the ir ular ar (T; Z ℄ does not tou h  P . Furthermore,
the ir ular ar [X; T 0) does not tou h  P be ause otherwise C3 would be strongly
PP an hored. Let U~ be a unit ve tor tangent to  at T , and let V~ be a unit
ve tor tangent to  at any point on the S -segment of . Finally, let ray(O3 ; U~ ) and
ray(O3 ; V~ ) denote the rays starting at O3 in the dire tions U~ and V~ , respe tively.
First perturbation. Consider the perturbation shown as a thi k solid path in Figure 3.5b, where  has been perturbed into a path F (") of type CCCCS . We de ne
this perturbed path F (") by spe ifying the position of the enter O3F (") of the supporting ir le of its third ir ular ar , namely, O3F (") = O3 + "U~ . The path F (") is
well de ned for any " small enough be ause the unit ir le entered at O3F (") interse ts the S -segment of  (by de nition of U~ ); thus the fourth ir ular ar of F (") is
de ned. Also, sin e the se ond C -segment of  and the ar s [X; T 0) and (T; Z ℄ do
not tou h  P , F (") is free for any suÆ iently small values of " > 0.
Se ond perturbation. To prove that the length of F (") is a de reasing fun tion of
", we de ne a path Kh (k) with two perturbation steps. The rst step perturbs  to
a path H (h), and the se ond step then perturbs H (h) to a path Kh(k). As we will
show later, "; h, and k an be hosen so that F (") = Kh (k). Furthermore, we will
show that Kh(k) is shorter than .
Below, let OiH (h), OiK (k), i = 1; 2; 3; 4, denote the enter of the ir le supporting
the i-th C -segment of paths H (h) and Kh(k), respe tively.
First step. The path H (h) (see Figure 3.6a) is of type CCCS joining I to F su h that
O1H (h) is identi ally equal to O1 , O3H (h) = O3 + hV~ , and the length of the se ond
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ir ular ar is greater than . For any h small enough, H (h) is well de ned.
H (h)

V~

O2H (h)
O2

O1

u1

V~
F

I

y

u2

u1

O3H (h)

O3

V~

u2



x

0

d

(b)

(a)

. Length redu ing perturbation: the path H (h) is shorter than .

Fig. 3.6

Se ond step. The path Kh(k) (see Figure 3.7) is de ned as follows. For a given H (h)
and for a suÆ iently small k > 0, path Kh(k) is of type CCCCS from I to F su h
that O1K (k) and O2K (k) are identi ally equal to O1 and O2H (h), respe tively, O3K (k) is
at distan e k ounter lo kwise from O3H (h) along the ir ular ar of radius 2 entered
at O2K (k), and the fourth ir ular ar has length less than .
Kh (k)
O1

O2K (k) = O2H (h)
F

I
O3H (h)
O3K (k)
H (h)

. Dubins' length redu ing perturbation: the path Kh (k) is shorter than H (h).

Fig. 3.7

Claim 3.10. For a given suÆ iently small " > 0, h and k an be hosen su h
that F (") = Kh(k).
Proof. Let R be the open strip bounded by two lines perpendi ular to the line
O2 O3 and passing through O2 and O3 respe tively (see Figure 3.5a). Sin e the lengths
of the ir ular ar s [X; T ℄ and [X; Z ℄ are greater than  by Lemmas 2.4 and 2.3(i),
respe tively, ray(O3 ; U~ ) and ray(O3 ; V~ ) are dire ted into R. Thus for any suÆ iently
small ", O3F (") belongs to R, and the distan e between O3F (") and O2 is less than
2. Consequently, it an be shown that O2F (") must lie outside R on the ir le of
radius 2 entered at O1 . It follows that, for any open neighborhood N of O3 , any
hoi e of " suÆ iently small ensures that the ir le of radius 2 entered at O2F (")
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interse ts ray(O3 ; U~ ) and ray(O3 ; V~ ) in N (see Figure 3.5b). Let A(") denote the
interse tion of that ir le with ray(O3 ; V~ ) in N ; re all that the interse tion, in N , of
that ir le with ray(O3 ; U~ ) is O3F ("). The polar angle of ray(O3 ; V~ ) is bigger than
the polar angle of ray(O3 ; U~ ) by an amount smaller than . Thus for " small enough,
the ounter lo kwise oriented ar , denoted ar (A("); O3F (")), of the ir le of radius
2 entered at O2F (") starting at A(") and ending at O3F (") is also ontained in the
neighborhood N ; indeed, sin e A(") and O3F (") onverge to O3 when " tends to 0,
ar (A("); O3F (")) also tends to O3 when " tends to 0. Therefore, we an hoose " su h
that the line segment [O3 ; A(")℄ and the ir ular ar ar (A("); O3F (")) are arbitrarily
small.
Choose h equal to the length of the line segment [O3 ; A(")℄ and hoose k equal
to the length of the ir ular ar ar (A("); O3F (")). Then O3H (h) = A(") and O3K (k) =
O3 ("), and therefore K (k) = F ("). Moreover, we have shown that we an hoose "
small enough su h that h and k are arbitrarily small.
Claim 3.11. The length of Kh (k ) is stri tly smaller than the length of , for
any h and k suÆ iently small.
Proof. The length of Kh(k) has been shown by Dubins [15℄ to be stri tly shorter
than the length of Kh (0) = H (h) for any xed h and for any small enough k > 0.
Furthermore, the length of Kh (0) = H (h) has been shown in [7℄ to be stri tly shorter
than the length of . For ompleteness, we give here the proof. Consider a path of
type CCCS su h that the length of the se ond ir ular ar is greater than . With the
notation of Figure 3.6b, the length of the path is equal to L = 2(u1 + u2 ) + d x,
where and d are some onstants. Furthermore, we have :


sin(u1 ) + sin(u2 ) = x=2
os(u1 ) os(u2 ) = (y 1)=2 :
By omputing the derivative of ea h equation with respe t to x and solving the
system, we obtain the following solution (whi h is de ned, sin e (u1 + u2) 2 (; 2)
by hypothesis) :
8
sin(u2 )
u1
>
>
=
<
x 2 sin(u1 + u2 )
u2
sin(u1 )
>
>
=
:
:
x 2 sin(u1 + u2 )
Therefore,


os u1 +2 u2
os u1 2 u2
L sin(u1 ) + sin(u2 )

:
=
1=
x
sin(u1 + u2 )
os u1 +2 u2
Sin e u1 and u2 are positive and
0 6ju1 2 u2 j < ju1 +2 u2 j <  and
 (u1 + u2 ) 2 (; 2 ),
u
u
u
+
u
u
1
2
1
2
1
thus, os 2 > os 2 . Furthermore, os +2 u2 < 0 sin e u1 +2 u2 2 ( 2 ; ).
Therefore, L=x is negative, whi h means that, as long as H (h) is of type CCCS
with the se ond ir ular ar greater than , the length of H (h) is a de reasing fun tion
of h. Hen e we have shown that the length of Kh(k) is smaller than the length of 
for any h and k suÆ iently small.
To omplete the proof of Lemma 3.4(ii), re all that F (") is free in P for any "
small enough. By Claims 3.10 and 3.11, there exist arbitrarily small values of "; h; k
su h that F (") = Kh (k), where the length of Kh(k) is stri tly less than the length of
. This ontradi ts the optimality of  and ompletes the proof.
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4. A Simple Algorithm. Theorem 3.1 an be used to obtain the following
simple algorithm for omputing an optimal path inside P . We enumerate andidate
paths of types des ribed in Theorem 3.1. Our andidate set is guaranteed to ontain
an optimal path, if any exist. For ea h su h path, we he k whether it is feasible,
and if so, ompute its length. Finally, we either return the shortest feasible path, or
report that no feasible path exists.
In order to determine whether a path is feasible, we rely on the ir le-shooting
data stru ture by Cheng et al. [10℄ that prepro esses P in O(n log n) time into a data
stru ture of linear size that makes it possible to determine in O(log n) time whether a
given ir ular ar of unit radius interse ts  P . This immediately implies the following
lemma.
Lemma 4.1. P an be prepro essed in O(n log n) time into a data stru ture
of linear size that enables us to determine in O(m log n) time whether a given path
onsisting of m C - and S -segments is feasible.
To bound the running time of this simple algorithm, we must ount the number of
andidate paths to he k. We note that on e a path type is given, and the supporting
ir les for C -segments are known, there are O(1) andidate paths. These are determined by the hoi es of the orientations for the C -segments. Hen e we are interested
in the number of possible supporting ir les for ea h path type. Note that there may
be (n2 ) PP -an hored ir les (see Lemma 5.3) and (n) PC -an hored ir les.
There are O(1) Dubins path andidates. For paths of type (A.i) and (B.ii), on e
the PP -an hored ir le is hosen, there are O(1) hoi es for other supporting ir les,
and hen e O(1) andidate paths. Sin e there are O(n2 ) PP -an hored ir les, there
are O(n2 ) andidate paths for these two path types.
A path of type (A.ii) may have up to two PC -an hored segments. On e their supporting ir les are hosen, there are O(1) path andidates. There are O(n) potential
PC -an hored ir les. If both an hored segments are present, we have O(n2 ) paths to
he k; otherwise, we have only O(n). Paths of type (B.i) are also determined by a
PC -an hored ir le; hen e there are O(n) of them.
Paths of type (B.iii), i.e., of type CI C1 S C2 C3 S C4 CF , present a spe ial problem.
If we know the supporting ir les of the C C subpath, the rest of the path is determined by a pair of PC -an hored ir les C1 ; C4 , for whi h there are O(n2 ) possibilities.
Unfortunately, there is an in nite family of supporting ir les for the C C subpath.
The following result by Boissonnat and Lazard [6℄ allows us to onsider only a nite
set of C C subpaths.
Lemma 4.2 (Boissonnat and Lazard [6℄). Given two on gurations X and Y ,
and two edges e, e0 of P , we an ompute4 in O(1) time a nite set of paths from X to
Y of type C1 S C2 C3 SC4 , where C2 and C3 are tangent to edges e and e0 , respe tively.
This set ontains all optimal paths from X to Y of type C1 S C2 C3 SC4 .
Given a pair of edges e; e0 and a pair of PC -an hored ir les C1 ; C4 , tangent to
CI and CF , respe tively, we hoose X to be the on guration determined by the
interse tion of CI and C1 and Y to be the on guration determined by CF and C4 .
By the above lemma, we an ompute in O(1) time a onstant number of andidate
paths for this pair of edges and an hored ir les. Doing this for all possible pairs
of edges (e; e0 ), and pairs of supporting ir les (C1 ; C4 ), we determine O(n4 ) path
andidates of type (B.iii) in O(n4 ) time.
4 The omputation is performed by solving four algebrai systems of three equations in three
indeterminates.
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In summary, the simple algorithm examines O(n4 ) andidate paths, and for ea h,
spends O(log n) time he king feasibility, by Lemma 4.1 with m 6 8. Therefore, the
overall running time is O(n4 log n).
Proposition 4.3. Given a onvex polygon P , an initial on guration I , and a
nal on guration F , an optimal path from I to F inside P an be omputed in time
O(n4 log n).

5. An EÆ ient Algorithm. In this se tion we prove additional properties of
optimal paths that signi antly redu e the number of andidates to examine. We
have already shown that we need to onsider only O(1) Dubins paths and O(n) andidates for paths of type (B.i). We will show that it suÆ es to onsider only O(1)
andidate paths of type (A.i) and (B.ii), O(n) andidate paths of type (A.ii), and
O(n2 ) andidate paths of type (B.iii).
5.1. Computing paths of type (A.i) and (B.ii). The paths of types (A.i)
and (B.ii) ontain a strongly PP -an hored C -segment C . The ir le C supporting
C de nes one or two po kets that ontain a point of tangen y of C with  P (see
Figures 2.4b and 3.2). By Lemma 2.7, we know that I and F must belong to these
po kets. The following lemma states that there exist at most two ir les with these
properties, and that they an be omputed eÆ iently.
Lemma 5.1. For a xed pair of lo ations I; F , there exist at most two ir les that
an support a strongly PP -an hored C -segment appearing in an optimal path from I
to F , and they an be omputed in O(n) time.
Proof. Consider a strongly PP -an hored segment that lies in an optimal path.
Let X and Y denote its points of tangen y with  P , and let C denote its supporting
ir le. Assume without loss of generality that the short ar on C joining X and Y is
C [X; Y ℄ (see Figure 5.1). The proof of the lemma is divided into two ases, whi h
depend on whether or not C is free.
Case 1: C is free. The enter of C lies at a vertex of the retra ted polygon of
P (i.e., the set of points p su h that the unit ir le entered at p lies inside P ). By
omputing the retra ted polygon of P in linear time, we get (in linear time) the set
of the O(n) free PP -an hored ir les, whi h ontains C . Ea h of these ir les de nes
one po ket, and all these po kets are pairwise disjoint (see Figure 5.1). Thus only
one of these po kets ontains I and F ; hen e, by Lemma 2.7, C must be the ir le
de ning this po ket. For ea h of the O(n) free PP -an hored ir les, we an easily
he k, in O(1) time, whether I and F belong to the orresponding po ket. Indeed
(see Figure 5.1), I; F 2 P belong to the po ket if and only if I and F are outside the
ir le and are in the small wedge de ned by the rays emanating from the enter of
the ir le and passing through the points of tangen y of the ir le with  P .
Case 2: C is not free. C de nes two po kets, C [X; X 0℄ and C [Y; Y 0 ℄ (see Figure 5.2). By Lemma 2.7, one of these po kets ontains I and the other ontains F .
Thus I 6= F and the line LIF through I and F is de ned. Let A and B denote the
interse tion points of LIF with  P .
With no loss of generality, suppose I 2 C [X; X 0℄ and F 2 C [Y; Y 0 ℄. The segment
[I; F ℄ must pass through C twi e sin e I and F are in distin t po kets. Thus the
!
ray emanating from I in the dire tion F I annot interse t C , and therefore leaves
C [X; X 0℄ through  P [X; X 0℄. Thus A 2  P [X; X 0℄. A similar argument shows
B 2  P + [Y; Y 0 ℄. Hen e, X 0; Y 0 62  P + [A; B ℄ and X; Y 2  P + [A; B ℄.
The hain  P + [A; B ℄ does not properly interse t C . Indeed (see Figure 5.2), it
properly interse ts neither the long ar C + [X; Y ℄, by assumption, nor the small ar
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Y
F

C
I

X

. The free ir le C is entered on the retra ted polygon of P .

Fig. 5.1

C [X; Y ℄ be ause the rst interse tion between C [X; Y ℄+(respe tively C +[Y; X ℄) and
 P is X 0 (respe tively Y 0 ), whi h does not belong to  P [A; B ℄. It then follows from
X; Y 2  P + [A; B ℄ that the ir le C is a free an hored ir le in the polygon P 0 obtained
by extending the two edges of  P + [A; B ℄ that end at A; B (see Figure 5.2). Moreover,
the po ket de ned by C in P 0 ontains the two po kets C [X; X 0 ℄ and C [Y; Y 0 ℄, and
thus ontains I and F . As before, at most one free an hored ir le in P 0 de nes a
po ket ontaining I and F , and given P 0 , it an be omputed in O(n) time.
Note nally that polygon P 0 an be determined in O(n) time. This is be ause I
and F determine the points A and B , and the turning angle of  P + [A; B ℄ is bigger
than . Thus, independent of any assumption about the orientation of the short ar
on C joining X and Y , determining whether P 0 is the polygon obtained by extending
the two edges (ending at A; B ) of  P + [A; B ℄ or of  P [A; B ℄ an be done simply by
he king whi h of the turning angles of  P + [A; B ℄ and  P [A; B ℄ is bigger than .

P0

Y

B
F

P

Y0
X0

C

I
A

X

. The non-free ir le C is entered on the retra ted hain of  P + [A; B℄.

Fig. 5.2

Hen e we have proved that for a xed pair of lo ations I and F , there exist at
most two PP -an hored ir les (one free and the other non-free) that an appear in
an optimal path from I to F , and they an be omputed in O(n) time.
By the above lemma, we an ompute, in O(n) time, a set of O(1) andidate
paths of types (A.i) and (B.ii). The andidate paths may be he ked for feasibility in
O(log n) time. Therefore:
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Lemma 5.2. An optimal path of type (A.i) or (B.ii) an be omputed in O(n)
time.
The following proposition shows that Lemma 5.1 is essential for establishing the
linear running time given in Lemma 5.2; indeed, an algorithm that he ked all andidate strongly PP -an hored ir les to produ e andidate paths would have running
time (n2 ).
Proposition 5.3. There exist onvex n-polygons that have (n2 ) strongly PP an hored ir les.
Proof. Let n > 8 be a multiple of 4, and let 0 <  < tan(=n) be a real parameter.
Let P be an n-regular polygon entered at the origin with in-radius (1 + ), i.e., the
distan e from the origin to ea h side of P is (1 + ). We assume that one of the edges,
say s0 , of P is parallel to the x-axis and lies below the x-axis; see Figure 5.3. The
oordinates of the right endpoint of s0 are (a; 0), where a = (1 + ) tan(=n). Let the
edges of P in the ounter lo kwise sense be s0 ; s1 ; s2 ; : : : ; sn 1 .
The retra ted polygon of P (i.e., the set of points p su h that the unit ir le
entered at p lies inside P ) is an n-regular polygon with radius . Denote its sides
by t0 ; t1 ; : : : ; tn 1 , where ti is the retra tion of si , for 0 6 i < n. For i = 1; : : : ; n=4,
denote by pi = (xi ; ) the interse tion point of the lines supporting ti and t0 , and
by Ci the unit ir le entered at pi . It is easily seen that 0 < x1 <    < xn=4 6 .

P

C2

(0; 0)



s3

t3

t2
t0 t1
p1 p2 p3

1+

s2
s1
s0

Fig. 5.3. The ir les Ci entered at pi , i = 1;
tangent to s0 and si , and their long ar s are free.

2;

A = (a; (1 + ))
3 = n4 , are strongly

PP -an

hored: they are

Sin e the x- oordinate of the point at whi h Ci tou hes the line supporting s0 is
xi and xi <  < tan(=n) < a, Ci is tangent to s0 , for any 1 6 i 6 n=4. A symmetri
argument shows that Ci is tangent to si .
Therefore, we an assign n=4 PP -an hored ir les to every side of P , and the
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number of PP -an hored ir les of P is (n2 ). It remains to show that these PP an hored ir les are strongly PP -an hored.
As an be seen from Figure 5.3, the point pi is a vertex of the polygon de ned
by the two lines through t0 and ti , and the edges ti+1 ; : : : ; tn 1 . Thus pi is in the
retra ted polygon of the polygon formed by the two lines through s0 and si , and the
edges si+1 ; : : : ; sn 1 . Therefore, Ci does not properly interse t any of si+1 ; : : : ; sn 1 ,
and its long ar is free, so Ci is indeed a strongly PP -an hored ir le.
5.2. A monotoni ity property of CCSC paths. Subpaths of type CCSC
o ur in both (A.ii) and (B.iii) path types. In this subse tion, we ignore the polygon P
and study paths from X to Y of type C1 C2 SC3 , with spe i ed orientations on C1 and
C3 ; the orientation of C1 xes the orientation of C2 , namely if C1 is oriented lo kwise
(respe tively ounter lo kwise), then C2 is oriented ounter lo kwise (respe tively
lo kwise).
The positions of ir les C1 and C3 , supporting C1 and C3 , respe tively, are onsidered xed while the position of ir le C2 is determined by M , its point of tangen y
with C1 . The orientations of these three ir les are xed by the orientations of the
orresponding C -segments. The S -segment is determined by the appropriate tangent
line, given the orientations on C2 and C3 . This tangent, if it exists, is unique.
For ea h M 2 C1 , there is at most one path, denoted (M ), from X to Y of
type C1 C2 SC3 with the spe i ed orientations on the C1 - and C3 -segments. We are
interested in how the path length k(M )k hanges as M moves along C1 , in the same
dire tion as the segment C1 .
For ertain positions of M , one or more of the segments of (M ) may vanish. For
example, when M = X , the length of the rst segment C1 hanges dis ontinuously
from 2 to 0. At su h points the path length may hange dis ontinuously, so these
positions of M are alled singular points of (M ).
Lemma 5.4. Given two on gurations X and Y , the paths (M ) of type C1 C2 SC3
from X to Y with spe i ed orientations on the C1 - and C3 -segments admit at most
six singular points, and their lo ations an be omputed in O(1) time.
Proof. We enumerate the possibilities for a segment to vanish in the paths (M ).
Figure 5.4 illustrates the six singular points in a path of type C1+ C2 SC3+ .
Segment C1 vanishes if and only if M = X , so X is the only singular point su h
that C1 vanishes.
Segment C2 vanishes if and only if the path type degenerates to C1 SC3 . Then
the point M on C1 is also on the S -segment. Sin e there is at most one S -segment
tangent to C1 and C3 that respe ts their spe i ed orientations, there is at most one
singular point M1 2 C1 su h that C2 vanishes.
Segment S vanishes if and only if the path type degenerates to either C1 C2 C3 if
C2 and C3 have opposite orientations, or C1 C2 otherwise. Thus there are at most two
singular points M2 ; M3 2 C1 ( ommon point of C1 and C2 ) su h that S vanishes.
Segment C3 vanishes if and only if the path type degenerates to C1 C2 S . This
means that LY , the line passing through the on guration Y , is tangent to C2 . There
are at most two ir les C2 tangent to C1 and LY that respe t the orientations of C1
and LY . Thus there are at most two singular points M4 , M5 su h that C3 vanishes.
In total, there are no more than six singular points, and they an learly be
omputed in O(1) time.
We next state the monotoni ity property of the paths (M ).
Lemma 5.5. k(M )k stri tly in reases as M moves along the oriented ir le C1
between singular points, ex ept when C1 and C3 are identi al with the same orientation,
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C3+
X

C3+

Y

C1+

X

Y

C1+
M1

(a): C1 vanishes

(b): C2 vanishes

C3+
X

C1+

M3
M2

C3+
M5

Y
X

C1+

Y
M4

( ): S vanishes

(d): C3 vanishes

. Paths of type C1+ C2 SC3+ from X to Y and the six singular points X , M1 , M2 , M3 ,
+.
M4 , and M5 on CX
Fig. 5.4

in whi h ase k(M )k is onstant as M moves between singular points.
Proof. There are four possible orientation assignments for the ir les: C1+ C2 SC3+ ,
+
C1 C2 SC3 , C1 C2+ SC3 , and C1 C2+ SC3+ . We prove the laim for the rst two ases;
the other two ases an be proved using a symmetri argument.
Consider a path (M ). Let 1 = kC1+[X; M ℄k be the length of the rst C -segment.
Sin e there is a one-to-one mapping between 1 and M , we an parameterize  by
1 . Let 2 = 2 ( 1 ), 3 = 3 ( 1 ) be the length of the se ond and third C -segments
of ( 1 ), and let 2s = 2s( 1 ) be the length of the S -segment of ( 1 ). Let Oi be the
enter of the ir le Ci supporting Ci , i = 1; 2; 3. Although O1 and O3 are xed, O2
depends on 1 . By de nition

L( 1 ) = k( 1 )k =

1 + 2 + 2s + 3 :

(5.1)

As M moves ontinuously on C1 , the length of every segment in path (M )
hanges ontinuously, ex ept at singular points and at points for whi h (M ) is not
de ned (i.e., when C2 and C3 have opposite orientation and properly interse t). It
follows that the segment lengths are pie ewise di erentiable fun tions of 1 , and that
L is a pie ewise di erentiable fun tion of 1 on the intervals of [0; 2) where the path
( 1 ) is de ned. For a fun tion f ( 1 ), we will use f 0 ( 1 ) to denote f= 1. Then
L0 ( 1 ) = 1 + 0 + 2s0 + 0 :
(5.2)
2

3

We all a value of 1 singular if the orresponding point M on C1 is singular.
The lemma an now be restated as follows: In the open intervals between singular
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points, L0 > 0 almost everywhere (i.e., at all but a nite number of points) ex ept
when O1 = O3 and (M ) is of type C1+ C2 SC3+ in whi h ase L0 = 0 everywhere.
The proof is divided into two ases depending on whether O1 and O3 are equal.
X
O2

O1

1

1

P
2s
Q 2t
d
O3
Y

X
(a)

P

O1

2s

Q

d

Y
O3

2t

O2
(b)

+
+
+
Fig. 5.5. Path (M ) of type (a) C C SC , and (b) C C SC .
1 2 3
1 2 3

Case 1: O1 is distin t from O3 . Consider the triangle 4O1O2 O3 . See Figure 5.5.
We have kO1 O2 k = 2; let d = kO1 O3 k and let 2t = kO2 O3 k. We also de ne two
( ounter lo kwise) oriented angles = \O3 O1 O2 and = \O1 O2 O3 . Both angles
depend on 1 . Sin e C1 is oriented ounter lo kwise, 1
is a onstant, and
therefore 0 = 1.
In view of the above dis ussion, it is suÆ ient to prove that L0 ( 1 ) > 0 for any
nonsingular value of 1 su h that the path ( 1 ) is de ned and 6 0 (mod );
indeed there are only a nite number of values 1 su h that  0 (mod ). Sin e
1 is not singular, we an assume in the following that t 6= 0.
By applying the osine law to 4O1 O2 O3 , we obtain
4t2 = 4 + d2 4d os :
By di erentiating the above equality and noting that 0 = 1, we get 2tt0 = d sin .
Applying the sine law to 4O1O2 O3 gives 2t sin = d sin , be ause and have the
same sign, by de nition (see Figure 5.5). It follows that
t0 = sin :
(5.3)

We rst onsider the ase when (M ) is of type C1+ C2 SC3 . Re all that (X )
is the polar angle of the tangent ve tor for on guration X . This angle is onstant
for all on gurations along an S -segment. On the other hand, the angle in reases by
Æ after traversing a C + -segment of length Æ, and de reases by the same amount upon
traversing a C -segment of the same length. We therefore have the following
(Y )  (X ) + 1
(5.4)
2
3 (mod 2 ):
0
0
0
0
Sin e X and Y are xed, we have 1 2
3 = 0 or 2 + 3 = 1. Substituting this
into (5.2) gives
L0 = 2 + 2s0:
The S -segment is a translate of the segment O2 O3 (see Figure 5.5b). Thus s = t,
and hen e s0 = t0 = sin , by (5.3). Thus L0 = 2 + 2 sin . Sin e (M ) is of type
C + C SC ,
+ =2 + 2  0 (mod 2)
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(see Figure 5.5b); indeed, = \O1 O2 O3 , =2 = \O3 O2 P , and 2 = \P O2 O1 . Thus
 3=2 (mod 2) if and only if 2  0 (mod 2), whi h only o urs at a singular
point (by de nition of singular points). Therefore L0 ( 1 ) > 0 for any nonsingular
value of 1 for whi h the path ( 1 ) is de ned.
We now turn to the ase in whi h (M ) is of type C1+ C2 SC3+ . Then (5.4) is
repla ed by
so 03 = 02

(Y )  (X ) +

1

2+ 3

(mod 2);

1. Substituting this into (5.2) gives
L0 = 2(s0 + 0 ):
2

In order to nd an expression for 02 , it is onvenient to de ne the oriented angle
= \O3 O2 P , where P is the ommon point between the segments C2 and S (see
Figure 5.5a). Re all that 2 = \P O2 O1 and = \O1 O2 O3 . Thus + 2 +  0
(mod 2), whi h implies 0 + 02 + 0 = 0 and
L0 = 2(s0 0 0 ):
(5.5)
We now nd expressions for s0 0 and 0 .
With P and Q denoting, respe tively, the rst and last points of the S -segment,
it is easy to see that the segments O2 O3 , P Q, O2 P , and O3 Q form two ongruent
right triangles (see Figure 5.5a). Thus we have s2 + 1 = t2 , when e ss0 = tt0 = t sin ,
using (5.3). Further, tan = s, so 0 = s0 os2 . Combining the two results,
 s 2
s
= sin :
(5.6)
s0 0 = s0 sin2 = s0
t
t
The nal derivative needed is 0 , whi h again follows from the osine law applied
to triangle 4O1O2 O3 (see Figure 5.5a):

d2 = 4 + 4t2 8t os :
After a di erentiation and rearrangement, this yields t 0 sin = t0 ( os
t). Substituting for t0 using (5.3) and noting that 6 0 (mod ) implies sin 6= 0, we
obtain
0 = 1 ( os
t):
(5.7)
t
Combining (5.5), (5.6) and (5.7) yields
2
L0 = (s sin + t os ):
t
( 1 ) is de ned only when C2 and C3 do not properly interse t. Thus t > 1 wherever
L is de ned, thereby implying that (t os ) > 0 and that
L0 6 0 , t os 6 s sin

) t2 2t os + os2 6 s2 sin2
) t2 os2 2t os + 1 6 0
) (t os 1)2 6 0
) os = 22t :

= (t2

1) sin2
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Hen e L0 6 0 only if \O3 O1 O2 =  =2 (mod ) (see Figure 5.5a). Therefore,
L0 > 0 almost everywhere it is de ned.
Case 2: O1 and O3 are equal. When (M ) is of type C1+ C2 SC3 (see Figure 5.6a), 2 = 3=2 and s = 2; thus L0 = 1 + 03. Equation (5.4) still holds, and thus
03 = 1. Therefore, L0 = 2 > 0 everywhere it is de ned.
When (M ) is of type C1+ C2 SC3+ (see Figure 5.6b), the ir les C1 and C3 oin ide
and have the same orientation. Thus both segments C2 and S vanish, (M ) degenerates to a C -segment, and onsequently L0 = 0 everywhere ex ept when M = X or
Y , where L is not di erentiable.
Y
O1 = O3
Y

M

X

O2

O1 = O3

M

O2

X
(a)

(b)

+
+
+
Fig. 5.6. When O1 = O3 : (a) (M ) is of type C C SC ; (b) (M ) of type C C SC
1 2 3
1 2 3
degenerates to a single C -segment, for any M 2 C1 .

5.3. Computing type (A.ii) paths. As mentioned in Se tion 4, we an ompute in O(n log n) time the feasible andidates of type (A.ii) paths with at most one
 F , a naive analysis gives O(n2 )
 CC
PC -an hored segment. If the path is of type CI CS
andidates to he k. Using Lemma 5.5, we redu e the number of andidates to O(n)
and ompute them in O(n log n) time, as follows.
Fix the orientations of the terminal C -segments, and let CI and CF denote the
ir les supporting CI and CF , respe tively. Let us assume that CI is oriented ounterlo kwise. Let KI be the sequen e of PC -an hored ir les that tou h CI and that are
free, sorted by their points of tangen y with CI . The set KF is de ned analogously
for PC -an hored ir les tangent to CF . The sets KI and KF an be omputed in
O(n log n) time, and they have O(n) elements.
By Lemma 3.6, the ir les C1 and C2 supporting the C -segments in an optimal
path  of type CI C1 S C2 CF are free (otherwise, C1 or C2 would be a terminal C segment). Therefore, the C1 -segment of  lies on a ir le of KI , and the C2 -segment
lies on a ir le of KF . Suppose C2 2 KF supports the C2 -segment of . This xes
the terminal on guration of the subpath CI C1 S C2 . By Lemma 5.4, there are at
most six singular points, say, 0 = I; : : : ; 5 , on CI with respe t to C2, sorted in the
ounter lo kwise sense.
For 0 6 i 6 5, let KI (i)  KI be the ontiguous subsequen e of ir les that tou h
CI at a point in the ar CI [i ; i+1 ℄. By Lemma 5.5, only the rst ir le of KI (i) is
a andidate for C1 . Hen e at most six ir les in KI are andidates for C1 . For ea h
0 6 i 6 5, by performing a binary sear h on KI , we an nd, in O(log n) time, the
rst ir le of KI whose point of tangen y with CI lies after i in the ounter lo kwise
sense. Obviously, this is the rst ir le of KI (i). We an therefore ompute in O(log n)
time at most six andidate paths for a xed C2 2 KF . By examining ea h C2 2 KF
in turn, we ompute O(n) andidate paths in O(n log n) time. We repeat a similar
pro edure for all possible orientations of CI and CF . We an therefore on lude the
following.
Lemma 5.6. An optimal path of type (A.ii) an be omputed in O(n log n) time.
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5.4. Computing type (B.iii) paths. Let  be an optimal path of the form
I C2 C3 F , i.e., of type (B.iii). Suppose we know the edges e; e0 that are tangent to
C2 and C3 , respe tively.
If  does not ontain any C -segment in I or F , then  is of type CI S C2 C3 SCF .
We an ompute  in O(log n) time using Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2.
Next onsider the ase in whi h I and F ea h ontains a C -segment, i.e.,  is
 F . We show that, given e and e0 , we an ompute, in O(log n)
 C2 C3 S CC
of type CI CS
time, a set of O(1) andidate ir les that ontains the C -segments of . Given this
set, we an ompute in O(log n) time the shortest feasible path of the above type,
using Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2. Thus by onsidering all (n2 ) pairs of edges of P , we an
ompute in O(n2 log n) time a set of O(n2 ) andidate paths for this ase. However,
we will see later (in Lemma 5.15) that it suÆ es to onsider fewer pairs of edges of P
in some ases.
5.4.1. Properties of paths. We rst establish some simple properties of an
optimal path  of type CI C1 S C2 C3 S C4 CF . Assume without loss of generality that C2
and C3 are oriented lo kwise and ounter lo kwise, respe tively. By Lemma 3.3, the
C1 -segment is oriented lo kwise, and the C4 -segment is oriented ounter lo kwise,
i.e.,  is of type CI+ C1 S C2 C3+ S C4+ CF . Let C1 , C2 , C3 , and C4 denote the ir les
supporting the C -segments C1 , C2 , C3 , and C4 , respe tively.
1 S C2 C3 S C4 CF , then the ir les
Lemma 5.7. If an optimal path is of type CI C




C1 , C2 , C3 , and C4 are free.
Proof. Lemma 3.6 dire tly yields that C1 and C4 are free. Suppose now for a
ontradi tion that C3 is not free. As before, we assume that the orientations are su h
that  = CI+ C1 S C2 C3+ S C4+ CF . Let T be the point of tangen y between C2 and
C3 . Moving along C3+ , let X be the last point of tangen y between C3 and  P (see
Figure 5.7). Starting at X and moving along C3+ , let Y be the rst proper interse tion
point between C3 and  P .
By Lemma 2.4, the length of C3 between T and X is greater than , i.e.,
+

kC3 [T; X ℄k > . It follows that C3 , X and Y de ne a po ket C3 [X; Y ℄ (see Figure 5.7). By Lemma 2.7, this po ket ontains [X; F ℄ and therefore ontains the
C -segment C4 . But the po ket does not ontain the ir le C4 , by Lemma 2.6. The
path C3 S C4 enters the po ket at X , and sin e C4 is free, it is possible to es ape the
po ket by extending segment C4 . This ontradi ts Lemma 2.7, establishing that C3
is free. A symmetri argument shows that ir le C2 is free.
Y

F C3 [X; Y ℄
X
> C3+
T

C2

I

. Illustration of the proof of Lemma 5.7.

Fig. 5.7

We now introdu e the following simple de nitions. Given a ir le C , a point
M 2 C is alled free on C if and only if the ir le tangent to C at M is free. Given
a ir le C and a point X 2 C , a point M 2 C is alled the rst free point after X
along C + if and only if M is free on C and no point on the ar C + [X; M ) is free. In
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Figure 5.8, M  is the rst free point after ML along CI+. Note that M and X might
oin ide. The ir le tangent to C at the rst free point after X is alled the rst free
ir le after X along C +.
We now show that, given I , F , e, and e0 , we an ompute in O(log n) time a set
of O(1) andidate ir les that ontain the C -segments of any optimal path from I
to F of type CI+ C1 S C2 C3+ S C4+ CF su h that C2 and C3+ are tangent to e and e0 ,
respe tively. We show how to ompute andidate ir les for C1 ; omputing andidate
ir les for C4 is similar.
5.4.2. Computing C1 . We identify two ir les C 0 and C 00 that are the andidate ir les for C1 . See Figure 5.8. C 0 is the rst free ir le after I along CI+ .
Su h a ir le C 0 exists, by Lemma 5.7, if the optimal path from I to F is of type
CI+ C1 S C2 C3+ S C4+ CF . For simpli ity, we de ne C 00 in the lo al frame where the line
L through e is horizontal and below P . If the distan e between L and CI+ is greater
than 2, then C 00 is not de ned. Otherwise, there exist two ir les that are above L
and tangent to both CI+ and L. Let CL be the leftmost of these two ir les, and let
ML be its point of tangen y with CI+ . Let C 00 be the rst free ir le after ML along
CI+ . Note that C 0 depends only on I and P and that C 00 depends only on I , e, and P .
C0
I

CI+

ML

CL

.

Fig. 5.8

M

C00

L
e
De nition of C 0 and C 00 .

Lemma 5.8. After prepro essing P in O(n log n) time, for a given edge e, C 0 and
00
C an be omputed in O(log n) time.
Proof. Let be the ir le of radius 2 on entri with CI+ (see Figure 5.9). Let R
be the retra ted polygon of P with respe t to a unit ir le, i.e., R is the set of points
p su h that the unit ir le entered at p lies inside P ; R is a onvex polygonal region
with at most n edges, and it an be omputed in linear time. We prepro ess R in
O(n log n) time using the algorithm by Cheng et al. [10℄, so that given a unit-radius
ir le C and a point M 2 C , we an ompute in O(log n) time the rst interse tion
point of C and R as we walk along C in the lo kwise (or ounter lo kwise) sense.
Let I (respe tively M ) be the interse tion point between and the ray emanating from the enter of CI+ and going through I (respe tively ML), and let O0 be the
rst interse tion point between and R starting at I and moving along + . Note
that O0 = I if I lies inside R. The enter of C 0 is O0 . Indeed, by de nition of R,
the ir le entered at O0 is free, and any ir le (of unit radius) entered at a point on
+ [I ; O0 ) is not free. Sin e C 0 does not depend on the edge e, we an ompute it in
O(n) time in the prepro essing stage on e and for all. The enter of C 00 is the rst
interse tion point between and R starting at M and moving along + , and it an
be omputed in O(log n) time.
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I

C0

+

I

O0

C00

M
ML

CI+

R

P

. Illustration of the proof of Lemma 5.8.

Fig. 5.9

We now state a key lemma, whi h we prove in the following se tion.
+  S C C + S C + C , then C is
Lemma 5.9. If  is an optimal path of type CI C
1
1
2 3
4 F
0
00
supported by C or C .
5.4.3. Proof of Lemma 5.9. Let T be the on guration on  at the ommon
point between C2 and C3 . See Figure 5.10. As before (in Se tion 5.2), any hoi e of a
point M 2 CI+ de nes one path (M ) of the form CI+ C1 SC2 , whi h begins at I and
ends at T , and where CI+ and C1 are tangent at M . Sin e the C -segments C1 and
C2 have the same orientation, the path (M ) always exists, though it might not be
free. Let M  2 CI+ be the point su h that (M  ) is a subpath of the optimal path .
It follows that (M  ) is an optimal path from I to T . We will show that M  is the
rst free point after I or ML.
C0

F
I

CI+

ML

CL

C2
e

e0
C3+

M T

C00 = C1
L

. Cir les C 0 and C 00 with a (supposedly) optimal path .

Fig. 5.10

We onsider di erent ases based on whi h of the singular points exist on CI+ .
See Figure 5.11. We rst introdu e some notation in order to distinguish di erent
singular points. Let M1 2 CI be the point su h that the C -segment C1 in (M )
vanishes (i.e., (M ) is of type CI+ SC2 ); M1 is only de ned when CI and C2 do not
properly interse t. Assume for simpli ity that T is the lowest point of C2 , and let
L0 be the horizontal half-line lying to the right of T . Let C~1 and C~10 be the two
ir les (if they exist) tangent to CI with enter on the horizontal line through the
enter of C2 , and let M2 and M20 be their respe tive ommon points with CI ; assume
without loss of generality that M2 is left of M20 . The point M2 (respe tively M20 ) is
a singular point of (M ) (at whi h C2 vanishes) if and only if C~1 (respe tively C~10 )
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tou hes L0. Otherwise, the C2 -segment of (M2 ) (respe tively (M20 )) has length 
(see Figure 5.11b).
M1

CI+

I

CI+

M2 M20

C~1

C2
T

(a)

C~1
C~10
L0

I

M20
M2 M1

(b)

C2
C~10
T

I

CI+
C~1
L0

M2
T

M20

C~10
C2

()

L0

. Singular points of (M ). In (a): fI; M1 ; M2 ; M20 g. In (b): fI; M1 g. In ( ): fI; M20 g.

Fig. 5.11

Sin e C1 - and C2 -segments of (M ) have the same orientation, the S -segment
vanishes if and only if the path type CI+ C1 SC2 degenerates to CI+ C . Thus if the
S -segment vanishes, the C1 - or C2 -segment also vanishes. Therefore, in view of the
dis ussion in Se tion 5.2, only the following points an be singular points:
 I (CI+ vanishes),
 M1 , if CI and C2 do not properly interse t (C1 vanishes),
 M2 , if C~1 exists and tou hes L0 (C2 vanishes), and
 M20 , if C~10 exists and tou hes L0 (C2 vanishes).
There are three ases to onsider, depending on the relative positions of C1 and
C2 .
(i) The distan e between CI and the line supporting L0 is at most 2, and C2 lies
to the left of C~1 , i.e., both C~1 and C~10 tou h L0 ; see Figure 5.11a. In this ase
C2 does not interse t CI , and therefore M1 also exists. The singular points
are thus fI; M1; M2 ; M20 g.
(ii) Either the distan e between CI and the line supporting L0 is greater than 2,
or neither C~1 nor C~10 tou hes L0 ; see Figure 5.11b. In both ases, CI and C2
do not interse t, so M1 exists. The singular points are therefore fI; M1g.
(iii) The distan e between CI and the line supporting L0 is at most 2 and C2 lies
between C~1 and C~10 . In this ase, C~1 does not tou h L0 , and CI interse ts C2 ,
so the singular points are fI; M20 g; see Figure 5.11 .
Before proving for ea h ase that M  is the rst free point along CI+ after I or ML,
we state a few laims, whi h we will need for the proof.
Claim 5.10. M  is not a singular point of (M ).
Proof. If M  is a singular point, the type of (M  ) degenerates, ontradi ting
that  is of type CI+ C1 S C2 C3+ S C4+ CF .
Claim 5.11. M  is the rst free point along CI+ after a singular point of (M ).
Proof. By Lemma 5.7, M  is free on CI+ . If there exists M 0 6= M  free on CI+ su h
that CI+(M 0 ; M ℄ does not ontain any singular point, then the path (M 0 ) exists
be ause C1 and C2 have the same orientation. (M 0 ) is free be ause the rst CI+ segment of (M 0 ) is part of the feasible path (M  ), the ir le C1 is free by de nition
of M 0, and the ir le C2 is free (by Lemma 5.7). Finally, k(M 0 )k < k(M  )k by the
monotoni ity property (Lemma 5.5), whi h ontradi ts the optimality of (M  ).
Claim 5.12. If M2 and M20 are de ned (but not ne essarily singular points), then
(i) the length fun tion k(M )k in reases at M = M2 , and (ii) M  2 CI+ (M2 ; M20 ).
Proof. If M2 is not a singular point, then by Lemma 5.5, k(M )k in reases at
M2 . If M2 is a singular point, then k(M )k jumps by 2 at M2 (see Figure 5.11a).
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As for (ii), the length of the last C -segment C2 of (M ) is greater that  if and only if
the enter of C1 lies below the enter of C2 (see Figure 5.11), that is M 2 CI+ (M2 ; M20 ).
Sin e C2 is a nonterminal C -segment of the optimal path , kC2 k > , and therefore
M  2 CI+ (M2 ; M20 ).
Claim 5.13. If M1 exists, then the ir ular ar CI+ [M1 ; M  ℄ ontains I or M20 .
If I 62 CI+[M1 ; M  ℄, then M20 is a singular point.
Proof. If I 62 CI+ [M1; M  ℄, then (M1 ) is free be ause the rst C -segment
+
CI [I; M1℄ of (M1 ) is part of (M  ) and C2 is free by Lemma 5.7. Thus (M1 ; M  ℄
ontains a singular point, be ause otherwise k(M1 )k < k(M  )k by the monotoni ity property (Lemma 5.5) and Claim 5.10, and thus (M  ) is not optimal, a
ontradi tion. If M20 also does not lie in CI+[M1 ; M  ℄, then M2 is a singular point and
lies on this ar . By Claim 5.12, k(M1 )k < k(M2 )k < k(M  )k, a ontradi tion.
Hen e either I or M20 lies on CI+ [M1 ; M ℄, and M20 is a singular point if I does not lie
in this ar .
We now prove for ea h of the three ases stated above that M  is the rst free
point after I or ML .
M1

M1

CI+
M2

I

M
(a)

I
M20

M2

ML

M1

CI+
M
(b)

I
M20

CI+
()

M

M2

CI+
M
(d)

I

M20

. Some positions of the singular points fI; M1 ; M2 ; M20 g in (a) and (b), fI; M1 g in
fI; M20 g in (d).

Fig. 5.12

( ), and

Case (i) The singular points are fI; M1 ; M2; M20 g. Sin e C2 lies to the left of C~1 ,
one an easily show that M1 2 CI+[M20 ; M2 ℄ (see Figure 5.11a). Refer now
to Figures 5.12a and b. By Claim 5.12, M  2 CI+ (M2 ; M20 ). It follows
that CI+ [M1 ; M ℄ does not ontain M20 and thus ontains I (by Claim 5.13).
Thus CI+(I; M  ℄ does not ontain any singular point ex ept possibly M2 .
If M2 62 CI+ (I; M  ℄ (Figure 5.12a), then M  is the rst free point after I
be ause, by Claim 5.11, M  is the rst free point after a singular point.
Even if M2 2 CI+ (I; M  ℄ (Figure 5.12b), M  is the rst free point after I .
Indeed, if the rst free point after I along CI+ is M 0 2 CI+ [I; M2), then
(M 0 ) is free be ause the rst ar CI+[I; M 0 ℄ of (M 0 ) is part of  and
the se ond and third C -segments of (M 0 ) are free by de nition of M 0
and by Lemma 5.7, respe tively. Moreover, by Lemma 5.5 and Claim 5.12,
k(M 0 )k < k(M2 )k < k(M  )k, a ontradi tion.
Case (ii) The singular points are fI; M1g. See Figure 5.12 . Sin e M20 is not a
singular point, by Claim 5.13, I 2 CI+ [M1 ; M  ℄. Consequently, CI+ (I; M  ℄
does not ontain any singular point. Therefore, by Claim 5.11, M  is the
rst free point after I .
Case (iii) The singular points are fI; M20 g. As before, if CI+ (I; M  ℄ does not ontain
any singular point, M  is the rst free point after I . We thus onsider the
ase in whi h M20 2 CI+(I; M  ℄ (see Figure 5.12d). Sin e M2 and M20 exist,
by Claim 5.12, M  2 CI+ (M2 ; M20 ). It thus follows that M  is the rst free
point after M20 (by Claims 5.11 and 5.12). Thus in order to show that M  is
the rst free point after ML, it is suÆ ient to prove that ML 2 CI+[M20 ; M2 ℄,
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whi h is equivalent to proving that the length of the last C -segment C2 of
(ML ) is at most . This an be shown as follows.
We assume for simpli ity that the edge e (tangent to the C -segment C2 )
is horizontal and below P (see Figure 5.10); to be onsistent, we no longer
assume that T is the lowest point of C2 . By Lemma 2.4, the ar length of
C2 in  from its point of tangen y with the edge e to T must be at least
. In other words, T must be in the right half of C2 . On the other hand,
by de nition of ML, CL is the leftmost ir le of all the unit ir les tangent
to L from above that interse t CI . Sin e C2 is tangent to L from above and
properly interse ts CI (be ause M1 is not de ned in this ase), the top point
of CL is left of the top point of C2 . Thus, sin e T is on the right half of C2 ,
the ar length of C2 in (ML ) is less than  (see Figure 5.10).

5.4.4. Computing the overall path. By Lemmas 5.8 and 5.9, we an ompute,
in O(log n) time, two andidates for the ir le supporting segment C1 . We an similarly ompute two andidates for the ir le supporting segment C4 . By Lemma 4.2,
this gives us O(1) andidate paths, for whi h we may he k the feasibility in O(log n)
time. Hen e, given two edges e and e0 of P , we an ompute in O(log n) time an
optimal path of type CI C1 S C2 C3 S C4 CF , where C2 and C3 are tangent to e and e0 ,
respe tively.
If the optimal path is of type (B.iii) with only one C -segment in I or F , we
get similar results. For example, if an optimal path is of type CI C1 S C2 C3 SCF , then
C1 and C2 are free, and C1 is supported by C 0 or C 00 as de ned above. Thus we obtain
the following lemma.
Lemma 5.14. Let e; e0 be edges of P . In O(log n) time, we an ompute an optimal
 CI S; CI ; S g, F 2 fS CC
 F ; SCF ; CF ; S g
path of type I C2 C3 F , where I 2 fCI CS;
0


and where C2 and C3 are tangent to e and e , respe tively.
5.4.5. Finding andidate pairs of edges. Now we des ribe how to nd a
suitable set of pairs of edges E su h that if an optimal path from I to F is of type (B.iii)
(i.e., I C2 C3 F ), then the pair of edges (e; e0 ) tangent to C2 and C3 is in the set E .
Agarwal et al. [1℄ showed that if an optimal path from I to F is of type I C2 C3 F
su h that C2 and C3 are nonterminal, then CI interse ts C3 (the ir le supporting C3 ),
and CF interse ts C2 (the ir le supporting C2 ). Thus the enter of C3 , whi h is at
most distan e 1 from the boundary of the polygon, is at most at distan e 3 from I .
Sin e the enters of C2 and C3 are distan e 2 apart, they are ea h at distan e less than
5 from I . Thus edges e and e0 are at distan e less than 6 from I . By symmetry, they
are also at distan e less than 6 from F . Therefore, we an onsider E to be the set of
pairs of edges of P that are at distan e less than 6 from both I and F . Let k denote
the number of edges of P at distan e less than 6 from both I and F . Then jEj = k2 ,
and E an be omputed in O(k2 ) time. Lemma 5.14 then gives:
Lemma 5.15. An optimal path of type (B.iii) an be omputed in O(k 2 log n)
time.
Putting everything together, we obtain the following.
Theorem 5.16. Given a onvex polygon P , an initial on guration I , and a
nal on guration F , an optimal path from I to F inside P an be omputed in time
O((n + k2 ) log n), where k is the number of edges of P at distan e less than 6 from
both I and F .
Proof. We have shown in Se tion 4 and in Lemmas 5.2, 5.6 and 5.15 that the
Dubins paths and the optimal paths of type (A.i), (A.ii), (B.i), and (B.ii) an be om-
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puted in O(n log n) time, while paths of type (B.iii) an be omputed in O(k2 log n)
time. Choosing the shortest among all those paths yields an optimal path.

6. Con lusion. For an obsta le-free environment, Dubins' lassi ation of optimal path types yields a onstant time algorithm for omputing optimal paths [15℄.
On the other hand, in the presen e of general polygonal obsta les, the optimal path
planning problem is NP-hard [29℄. In this paper, we have studied a very simple environment, the inside of a onvex polygon. We have given a lassi ation of optimal
path types and an O(n2 log n) algorithm for optimal path planning. We have found
that, surprisingly, the number of straight or ir ular segments omposing optimal
paths is bounded by a onstant, independent of the number n of sides of the onvex
polygon.
The running time of the algorithm and the onstant bound on the number of
segments in an optimal path lead us to spe ulate that other simple environments may
also be amenable to polynomial time algorithmi solution. However, we aution that
although the environment we have onsidered is simple, our algorithm results from
onsiderable te hni al analysis.
Our te hniques and results may provide useful tools for further study of these
problems. In parti ular, we all attention to two properties of moderate paths that
we believe are interesting and possibly useful in their own right:
(i) A feasible path entering the interior of a po ket an never es ape the po ket
(Lemma 2.7).
(ii) The length of a path of type CCSC from X to Y is a pie ewise stri tly
in reasing fun tion of the length of the rst C -segment (Lemma 5.5).
Note that Property (ii) holds regardless of the environment.
The theory of urvature- onstrained path planning is relatively unexplored, so
many problems remain. We mention some spe i open problems arising from our
work, and then on lude with a more general one.
First, we ask whether our lassi ation of optimal path types inside a onvex
polygon is tight; that is, does ea h possible type of optimal path given in our lassi ation a tually arise for some P , I , and F ? We believe that the answer is yes although
we have no formal proof of this (see Remark 3.2 for details). Also, we ask whether
there is a polygon P in whi h all types arise.
Next, in our optimal path planning algorithm, the most time onsuming part lies
in the omputation of the optimal paths of type (B.iii) (see Theorem 3.1). Indeed, if
we eliminate type (B.iii) from onsideration, the omplexity of our algorithm drops
to O(n log n). Furthermore, paths of type (B.iii) are rather omplex and thus may be
diÆ ult to tra k by a mobile robot. This situation suggests two lines of investigation.
First, the paths of type (B.iii) should be studied thoroughly in order to understand
when they an be optimal inside a onvex polygon (or amid moderate obsta les [1, 6℄).
We believe that optimal paths an be of type (B.iii) only if the polygon is \small".
In other words, it is possible that optimal paths of type (B.iii) only arise as artifa ts
of tightly onstri ted environments (see Figure 3.1 ). For example, we know (see
Theorem 5.16) that if the terminal on gurations are distan e greater than 6 from
the boundary of the polygon, then an optimal path annot be of type (B.iii). A se ond
approa h to handling paths of type (B.iii) is to simply drop them from onsideration.
In that ase, we ask whether we an prepro ess the s ene su h that, for any query of
terminal on gurations, we an ompute a shortest path among the remaining types
in sub-linear time.
To on lude with a general problem for future resear h, we ask for the spe i ation
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of a realisti notion of feasibility that reje ts hard-to-follow paths, su h as paths of
type (B.iii), while admitting fast omputation of optimal feasible paths.
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Appendix A. Closed Moderate Paths.
The purpose of this se tion is to prove Proposition 2.5, whi h states:
A simple moderate path  su h that the initial and nal lo ations
oin ide (the initial and nal on gurations may di er) bounds a
region that ontains at least one disk of unit radius. Moreover, if
the initial and nal on gurations oin ide and if  is not a ir le
of unit radius, then the region bounded by  ontains at least two
distin t disks of unit radius.
Proof. We prove these results using some properties of the skeletons. Note that
this is an original approa h in the eld of nonholonomi motion planning. We rst
re all a de nition of skeletons for whi h several variants are onsidered in the literature; di erent terms in use in lude medial-axis, entral set, and ut-lo us. We use
here the formulation using maximal disks [35℄.
Skeletons. Let R be an open set of <2 bounded by a simple losed urve. A maximal
disk is an open disk (of positive radius) in luded in R, but not in luded in any other
disk ontained in R. The skeleton of R, denoted S (R), is the lo us of the enters of
all the maximal disks. For any x 2 R, let (x) denote the interse tion between the
losure of the maximal disk entered at x and the boundary of R:
(x) = fy 2  R j kxyk = min kxz kg:
z 2 R
Now let I = F denote the initial and nal lo ation on the path , and let R be
the open region bounded by . Assume that R is not a disk of radius at least 1, as
otherwise, the result is obvious.
The underlying idea of the proof is the following. The losure of skeleton S (R)
has at least two distin t endpoints (i.e., nodes of degree 1 of the graph) x and x0 ;
indeed, S (R) does not ontain any y le sin e  is simple. One of these endpoints,
say x, is ne essarily distin t from the terminal lo ation I of . The point x annot
lie on  be ause  is C 1 ontinuous everywhere ex ept (possibly) at I 6= x, therefore
x 2 R. Sin e x is an endpoint of the skeleton, (x) is onne ted (i.e., (x) is a point
or a ir ular ar ). It follows that the maximal disk at x is os ulating5  at a point
P 6= I , and its radius is at least 1. If the initial and nal orientations of  are also
equal, x and x0 are both enters of maximal disks os ulating  and thus their radii
are greater or equal to 1.
Formally, we dire tly show, using a result by Calabi and Riley [9℄, the following
result.
Claim A.1. There exists a maximal disk in R su h that the onta t points between
its boundary and  are onne ted.
Proof. Let D be any maximal disk in R and x be its enter, and suppose for a
ontradi tion that (x) is not onne ted. See Figure A.1. Then there exist four points
y1 6= y2; y10 6= y20 in D \  su h that the ir ular ar s D+ [y1 ; y2 ℄ and D+ [y10 ; y20 ℄ do
not stri tly ontain any point of (x).
5 Two urves are os ulating at a point P if and only if they are tangent at P and have the same
signed urvature at P . Here  is C 1 ontinuous, and pie ewise C 2 ontinuous, everywhere ex ept
possibly at I . If  is C 1 but not C 2 at P , we say that a disk is os ulating  at P if and only if they
are tangent at P , the signed urvature of the disk is equal to the signed urvature (at P ) of one of
the two portions (C 2 ) of  ending at P , and the other portion does not properly interse t the disk
in a neighborhood of P .
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+ [y1 ; y2 ℄

I=F

+ [y10 ; y20 ℄

D
y10

x

y2

R0
d

(z; 2 )

q
z

(z; 4 )

y20 = y1
Fig. A.1. For the proof of Proposition 2.5.

One of the two ar s + [y1 ; y2 ℄ and + [y10 ; y20 ℄ is C 1 ontinuous be ause these two
ar s do not overlap and  is C 1 ontinuous everywhere ex ept possibly at I = F .
Say, without loss of generality, that + [y1 ; y2 ℄ is C 1 ontinuous, and denote by R0
the open region bounded by + [y1 ; y2 ℄ [ [x; y1 ℄ [ [x; y2 ℄ (e.g., the shaded region in
Figure A.1). By a result of Calabi and Riley [9, Proposition 10℄, either R0 ontains
a skeleton point x0 2 SR for whi h (x0 ) is onne ted, or + (y1 ; y2 ) (without its
endpoints) ontains a point whi h is the limit of skeleton points ontained in R0 .
Suppose on the ontrary that + (y1 ; y2 ) ontains a point z that is the limit of
skeleton points (zi )i2N ontained in R. Sin e + (y1 ; y2 ) is C 1 ,  is C 1 at z . We get
a ontradi tion be ause, as we prove below, a point z of  R is a limit point of points
of the skeleton only if  R is not di erentiable at z . Indeed, let (z; 2 ) be the ar of
 of length 2 entered at z (if the length of  is smaller than 2 , we hoose a smaller
value for the length of (z; 2 )), and let (z; 4 ) be the ar of , entered at z , of
length half the length of (z; 2 ), and nally, let d be the distan e between (z; 4 )
and  n (z; 2 ) (note that d 6 4 < 1). By a result of Dubins [15, Proposition 6℄,
(z; 2 ) does not interse t any open disk of unit radius tangent to (z; 4 ). It follows
that  does not interse t any open disk of radius d=2 tangent to (z; 4 ). Now any
point q 2 R lose enough to z belongs to a normal to (z; 4 ) at distan e  < d=2
from (z; 4 ). Thus the disk of radius  entered at q is not maximal be ause it is
in luded in a disk of radius d=2 tangent to (z; 4 ), whi h is in luded in R. Therefore,
any point q 2 R in a small enough neighborhood of z does not belong to the skeleton.
By Claim A.1, R ontains a point x0 of its skeleton su h that (x0 ) is onne ted.
Thus (x0 ) is a ir ular ar or is redu ed to a point. If (x0 ) is a ir ular ar , then
the onstraint on the average urvature of  implies that this ir ular ar of  has
a radius greater than or equal to 1, and thus the radius of the maximal disk at x0
is greater than or equal to 1. Otherwise, if (x0 ) is redu ed to a point, say y0 , the
maximal disk at x0 os ulates  at y0 , and thus its radius is greater than or equal to 1
(indeed, re all that the onstraint on the average urvature implies that  is pie ewise
C 2 ontinuous and its urvature is less than or equal to 1 almost everywhere). This
on ludes the proof when the initial and nal orientations of  di er.
If the initial and nal on gurations are equal, the path  is C 1 ontinuous
everywhere and the previous arguments hold for both regions R0 and R00 bounded,
respe tively, by + [y1 ; y2 ℄ [ [x; y1 ℄ [ [x; y2 ℄ and + [y10 ; y20 ℄ [ [x; y10 ℄ [ [x; y20 ℄ (note however
that when (x) is onne ted, R00 is empty but then the maximal disk entered at x is
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